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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR-
LIT KENTUCKY
NEW
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, FERPTIAILY 5, 1897.
TILE NATURAL WAY
LIFE'S LABORS CLOSE. 
GUTHRIE RESIDLNCE DF.SIIROYED





helm Clark and John A. Lewis. Wan-Known
Citizens. Succumb to Pneumonia.
Two prominent citizens ofNorthChris-
tian became victims of the Orim Reaper
Fri. morning and, in consequence, Crof-
ton and vicinity are sincerely grieved.
JOHN CLtRE.
•
Mr. John Clark passed away at an
early hour, surrounded by friends and
loved ones. He had been ill only a
short time and a fatal termination to his
sickness was not anticipated. A few
weeks ago he contracted a cold, which
turned into grip and theu into pneumo-
nia. The last disease ceased his death.
Mr. Clark was one of the most
stantial and reliable men in the com-
munity in which he lived. He was
highly respected and a man of consid-
erable influence. He was half-owner
and editor of the "Banner," the Repute
henna organ of this city. for some time,
and during his resideace in Hopkins-
ville made many friends who will re-
ceive the news of his death with sor-
row. After disposing of his interest in
the paper he returned to his farm, a, ar
Crofton, where he died. He was about
forty-five years old, and leaves a wife
and several small children.
Funeral arrangements have not yet
been completed.
JOHN A. erwls.
Mr. John A. Lewis died Eli. morning.
Owing to his age and his recent severe
illness, his friends had for several weeks
entertained few bores for his recovery.
Everybody in the Northern part of
the county knew John Lewis. He was
as honest as the day and a man who
had the welfare of his commuuity at
heart and was true to all his duties as a
citizen. He had intelligence of a high
order and great energy, and by his close
application to business and economy he
succeeded in making a comfortable for-
tan e-4. He died the owner of several
fine farms and valuable business; pro-
perty situated in Crofton.
Mr. Lewis was a native a Christian
-coanty and was born on a farm in the
Pon River country nearly eighty years
ago. He resided on this farm until a
abort time ago when he removed to
Crofton. His death was due to pueu-
mania, which was the outcome of an at-
tack of the grip.
Mr. Lewis is survived by a wife and
several married children. Funeral ser-
vices will take place at the late red-
deuce to-morrow afternoon. The body
will be interred at the Lewitt burial
ground near Crofton.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DA
Take Laxative Bromo quinine Tabletst
Ail druggists refund the money if it
. 
tad7m.fails to cure Wie.
Seelaw's ATOM= Mace.
The Best Salve in the world for Outs,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tatter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains. Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Pile*, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
satisfacion or money refunded.
e 26 cent. per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hookinsville Ky
The handsome residence of Iiiirs. M.J.
Douelly 1% as totelly destroyed by tire
at Guthrie Friday night. Aboot $.300 or
$400 worth of personally property was
saved, all the rest being burned
DIED. The total loss was between $4000 and
$5,000. partially covered by 12 000 in-
SareUCo.
The fire occured about three o'clock
and is supposed to have been catised by
a burning coal failing from thei perler
grate, in which room the ioatll grationli
started.
WRIT OF HABEAS COL.PUS ISSUED
SLUG. nays for T. W.,Wuatten w4i Make
Application for Bail.
The attorneysfor T. W. Wooteen have
died petition and made npplicsition to
Circuit Judge Jaime; Brenthitti for a
writ of blares (winos. with a View to
obtainirg bail for their client. I
The writ was issued by Judge treath-
itt and Satnolay. Ft b 6th fixedl y him
as the time for hearing application for
Judge Breathitt likewise perniits evi-
dences to be present, d in the form of
fildavits. where counsel prefar that
method of presentiug proof.
••
FARMER BITTEN BY A MAID DOG.
Jack Davis Cut the Brutb'a Throsit After
It had Lacerated Him.
Jack Dawn, %%bile near Ruf
gue's, in the White Plains coun




countered a mad dog. i.
The dog attacked Dawn, bit* him
on the hand and finger. Mr. Datvs had
quite a fght with the dog, hut I:finally
losucceeded in drawing his knife f m his
pocket and cutting the dogs three a, says
the Madisonville Mail. Ile calme to
aforton's Gap, and from there hi. went
to Henderson, where a mad-stoao was
applied to the wound. It aiiheri'd sev-
eral times. Dawn is getting alorig very
well at present. i
- -- --ea -_ - I-
To Cars A Coln In One Deli
Take Laxative Browns Quinine Tel:slit-to
1Ail iiraggiets rattiest the name if it
fells to cure. >Lae
-
LAIN DR2ENDS HIS SON-111.1LA
Thinks the Expulsion of the Rev; Mor-
rison U•awcrthy of tie Churn)].
In a letter to the aletle aiet of this
week George W. Bain defends his son-
in-law, the Rev. H. C. Morrison4 well.
known in Hopkinsville, who was ceut-
ly expelled from the conference 4 Lex-
ington in the following terms:
"I do not censure or question the mr-
tivee of the board that expelled him,but
I deaay any church law that a•xpels
such tarnish front ministry and nuimber.
ship for preaching the go-pel to 4nuers
in Dublin, Texas, because a preisiding
elder told him not to no so is tuaidst aud
unworthy the great Methodist Cisurch.
"I can understand how for villatiag
such a letter of law, if guilty, a repro 1
might be offered, but when fraught with
extenuating circurratances milk the
worth of the souls saved in that. laublin
meeting can meienre, I am tietoianeled
that he !should be expelled from hAnis-
try aril no mar rehip of tie, chore*
••Can it be that such is the spirit of a
law in the Methodist ('hutch?"
-411111•m•-- - -
If you're in doubt whether ! your
trouble is Indigestion or DyspepsiA, just
take a few doses of Simmons Livelr Re-
gulator it will settle the whole qnastion.
"I have tried Simmons Liver Relator
for Dyspepsie and find it just the !thing
to relieve me. A small dose afterimeals
is sure to prevent Indigestion."-i-S. S.
Perkins, Sharon. Ga. "It is tlei best




and Boyle May Cot It.
WALTER EVANS SICK.
It is Said to be. Certain that Gov. Bradley wil
Call the Extra Session for March 5th.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Canton, 0., Jan. 80.-It is said here
to-day tint Senator Goff, of West 'Vir-
ginia, has positively declined the At-
torney Generalship ten ered him by
President-elect McKinley. This insures
its gotng to Kentucky, and it is believ•
ed that Mr. St. John Boyle, of Louis-
ville, will be the lucky man.
Senator Goff fears that if he should
give up the Senatorship he would never
be able to get it again, so he declines, as
he prefers to be in the Senate.
WALTER EVANS SICK.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Jan, 30.-Congressman
Evans, of Louisville, is qnite sick at his
room here. He has broken himself down
working on the schedule of the tariff
bill that is now being drawn. He is,
however, not considered dangerously
ill
THE EXTRA SESSION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 30.-It set ms to
be a settled fact that the mueli talked-of
extra session of the Lrgislatura will be
called for March 5. This information
is obtained from most reliable sources.
An attempt will be made at this session
to elect a succors-or to Senator Black-
burn.
IaXORCIDE AND SUICIDE.
r SPECIAL TO NEW ERA1
Bath, Utah, Jan, 80.-John Bartholo-
mew, a well-known citizen of this toe n,
thin morning killed his wife and then
suicides!. Bartholomew's wife hed been
sick for a long while and it is believed
he brooded over her condition until he
became insane and concluded to end all
troubles.
KILLED BY A TRAIN.
[seectAL TO NEW ERA[
Vincennes, Ind., Jan.30.-This morn-
ing as Katie and Delia Miller, No
childen of this place, were on ttaere way
to school, they were struck an instantly
killed ay a switch-engine as they were
in the act of crossing the railroad. They
were busy talking and failed to look to
see if a train Was approaching, and as
the engine was backing up the engineer
did not see them.
OUT OF DAasiGER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., Jan. 30.-Senator
George, cf Missisrippi, who has been so
extremely ill for souse time is now
thought by his physicians to be out of
danger, but it will be several weeks be
fore he will be in a condition, for work.
A BAD DAGO.
[SPECIAL TO NEW me]
New York, Jan. 13.-Italian circles
are very much stirred up over a killing
that occurred this morning. tinissippi
Ragnella killed Bossio Desio, a boy, and
then attempted to kill his (Desio's
mother.
When bilious or costive, eat a Caeca
ret, candy cathartic, cure guaranteed.
10', 25c.
There Are Some Points
That Are Feli,
.For Instance. Our Low Prices
- ON ---




That low prices are created and maintained 11
our store, others may make them for a day or so.
We hold them down all the time with a firm
hand while you take the benefit.
All Our Bargains
Are Genuine.
e do not sell imitations. • We tell of the bar-
ains all the time and back urk the telling with
bargains. Match our 85.00 suit, 68.50 over-
t or anything else that we sell if' you can.
afflmothClothillg &Shoe Coa
SEVERAL LEAGUES TO BE FOUND
Ropkineville Goes Into Another "Pen-
neriie" Association. It is Said.
Claud McFarlan writes the following
in the Louisville Post :
The amatuer baseball clubs in the
larger tow us in Kentucky will all play
in the smaller leagues during the com-
ing season. The Lexington team will
be a member of the oldBluegrassLengue,
the Paducah club will play in the Tri-
State, Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois,
League, the Oweneboro team, if it is
reorgnized, will enter the season with
the Pennyrile League, which will be
composed of Bowling Green, Russell-
ville, Hopkinsville, Henderson and
Owensboro. Some good ball is expect-
ed in these cities, and the "fans" are al-
ready saving their wind for "rooting.'
-
Cnecarets stimulate liver, kidneys and
Novels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
10c.
NOTICE!
The people of Christian county, Ken-
tucky, will take notice that the Fiscal
Court of said county will meet at their
usual and customary place of meeting
in the city of Hopkinsville, (minty of
Christian and State of Kentucky, on
Tuesday, the 6th day of April, 1897, for
the purpose of issuing new county Re
funding Bonds to be vold for the pur-
pose of ohtaining money with which to
pay off all outstanding bonds against
said county, which said bonds are of is-
sue July 1st, t.1867, and amounting to
about .100,000, or for the purpose of ex-
changing said new Bonds for said old
BonoLs as said Fiscal Court may deter-
mint; also for the purpose of calling in
said outstanding Bonds at maturity.
The terms and coOditions of said new
Bonds will be fixed and determined by
said Fiscal Court at said time and place.
Done by order of the Chrietlan Coun-





[Attest: JOHN P. I:tom/W.,
Counnty Clerk.
The Duke of Veragna, lineal descend-
ant of Columbus, wtll doubtless feel
that his family preserves are being
eouched upon it hen he reads of the pro-
posed celebrations in England of "the
four hundredth anniversary of Cabot's
discovery of America."
The New York banks now have in
their vaults nearly sixty millions of dol-
lars above the required 25 per cent., and
it continues to pine, and the much-talk-
ed-of and oft-promised confidence still
fails to put in an appearance. The Re-
publicans came nearer the truth than
they thought to when they spoke of Mc-
Kinley as ••the advanced agent of pros-
perity," but at the time they did so
they had no idea of how far he really
was in advanae of prosperity. It is
likely that he will finally prove to be
four years ahead of it,
a he St. Paul Pioneer Press in speak-
ing of the expense of governing Ameri-
can cities says: "It is a fact well-
known to the intelligent portion of the
community as to be almost a truism that
American cities are nest wastefully and
inefficiently governed in comparison
with those of the old world. There is
not a city in England, France or Ger-
many whose government does not com-
mand the services of the ablest, most in-
telligent members of the community,
and whose administration is not so fur
superior to that of any American city
.18 to make comparison appalling."
Incipient consumption is cured by Dr.
Beil's Pine Ter Honey. Infiamation is
allayed and the clogging of the lungs is
stopped. When this eccomplahed the
mail to health is a straight one. Get a




Will Ccme from Iowa.
SEVERAL HOMICIDES.
A if 3 out ii4tbind Kills His Beautiful Wife
and Then Ends His Own Life.
[seeciet. TO New me]
Cutiton, O., Jan. is now settled
that Wilson, of Iowa, will be Secretary
of Agriculture. The selcelion will prob-
ably be announced to-night. This
completes the Cabinet, which will be :
Sherman, of Ohio, Secretary of State ;
Gage, of Illinois, Treasury ; Long, of
Massachusetts, Navy; Alger, of Michi-
gan, War; MeKenna, of California, In
; Goff, of West Vorgieia, or Boyle,
of Ketitacky, Attorney (leneral; Had
Mg., of Peuntrylvania, Poelniaster Clew
rat, itson. of Iowa, Sisletary of Ate
Wulf tire,
A VII:ND'S DIM),
spat 1,41. Ti) New EN k
Chleago, Jan, 49.-Mrs. Bunning, r
prominent lady of thin city, Was shot
this morning and Milo' by a man named
Canning, who had become infatuated
with her. Canning then tried to kill
Mrs. Beuning's three children, but suc-
ceeded in injuring only one of them. He
then shot and killed himself.
KILLED HIS WIFE.
[SPECI41, TO NEW ERA]
Cleveland, O., Jan. 29.-George Cot-
ton, well-known here, had a quarrel
with his wife this morning, and the af-
fair wound up by the woman being
shot and killed. AS soon as the infuri-
ated man cooled off sufficiently to real-
ize what he had done, he at once put
the pistol waned his temple and sent a
bullet crashing through his brain, pro-
awing instant death. The two will be
buried in the same grave on Sunday.
Cotton was a very prominent drummer
and was very jealous of his wife, who
was a beautiful woman.
To say something is one thing, to
prove it is another. We can't prove
that Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey is the
best cough remedy on earth unless you
will try it. If you do this and don't
agree with us you get your money back
from ony druggist. Eold by R. C. Hard-
wick.
CASTOR IA




voter= inig NO 32
LOCAL AND LACONIC. tYPe -C°1anibia Hecald
Physicians Hold an Iliflarneostam as the sustaining ele: Happenings
meut of Cie eariet majority of our phy-
sical ills; allies- tins attlammation, and
the pain °cases, the flesh, muscles and
tendons Iia,,iue their normal condition
and the violeuce of the attack is sit an
end.
It folloas. Wien, that the first step in
a successful assault upon disease is to
destroy any existing inflammation, and
with it the pain. This accomplished,
the patient is ut ease.
This is the natural mode of procedure
and kindly nature has furnished the
means te that end in certain roots,
barks and herbs, which, in their due
proportion, are constituent parts of
Lightnlne hut Drops, the greatest pain
panacea ever kuown to medical science.
Freely apoiled to a cut, burn, scald,
or flesh- evolve'. Of any nature, Light-
ning Hot 4nops will absolutely kill the
Pain, prevent all inflammation and
quickly heal the lasicerated flesh. A, an
instance, what is more painful or dis-
tressiug than a mashed finger, with the
nail torn loose? In such a case, Light-
ning Hot Drops given complete and im-
mediate ease from pain. It will smart
and bare for a few minutes when first
tippled to fresh cuts, sores, etc , but a
few applications will take all the sore-
ness out and heal the cut or wore. The
b0c size contains 2t, times as much as
tee 25c size. Lightning Hot Drops is
prepared by Herb Medicine Co., Spring-
field, 0., and no honest druggist will
Offer you anything else.
a
The popular feeling against the grasp-
ing trusts is not a mere prejudice found-
ed on nothing, as the tariff robbers
claim, but it is a righteous protest
against an organized greed, which
threatens very serious consequences to
the people at large. Combinations of
this sort are un-American, for it is un-
American and also inhuman to place
the people at the mercy of such control-
ing iufluences. Men engaged in small
enterprises have as good a right to "life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness" as
have men who are worth their millions.
And under a government of the people,
and by the people and for the people it
is the people's fault if they permit them-
selves to be trust riaden. The trusts
could easq he broken up if the people
would one c fully determine that it
should be uoute It could be done by
electing hoaest men to administer the
laws of tie- lama, and it will be done be-
fore many more years shall have rolled
by, because the greed of the monopolists
will become at, great that the situation
will become-, ;intro:i.e.-sale to the people
arid they will nee up in their just wrath
and demesne e radical change-and it
will be meas. too. In the meanwhile
we will all have to suffer alike.
portant Session.
TEACHERS MEET HERE
Church Hill Culture Club- Endeavorers-
Seeing Postponed-Oilier Notts.
DESCIPLES or .N.SCCLAPIUS.
It has been decided to hold the next
meeting of the Southern Kentucky Med-
ical Asso iatiou in this city on April 14
and 15.
Local committees have been appointed
to arrange for th reception and enter-
tainment of the several hundred phys-
icians who will attend the meeting.
The 01 ristian Comity Idedico•Chine-
gical Society met Mon. in the office of
Dr. Frank Stites. An election of officers
for the Present year was entered into
with the following remit:
J. B. Jackson,  President
Walter Lackey Vice-President
G. 0. Mosely. Secretary
Preston Thomas Treasurer
J. M. Dennis  Librarian
-o-
TEACHERS TO MEET HERE.
The next meeting of the Second Dis-
trict Teachers' Association will be held
in Hopkinsville. No time was fixed but
the meeting will probably take place
in November. This was determined
Saturday at the final session of the As-
sociation in Henderson.
The first meeting was a success it)
every respect. Concerning two Hop-
kinsville teachers who participat in
the exercises Saturday, the Journal
says: '• 'Closer Supervision of our
Schools' was the title of a discussion
paiticipated in by Prof. Livingstone
McCartney and Miss Katie McDaniel.
Both speakers gave clear ideas of the
matter in hand and what they said fur-
Dialled their listeners with much food
for thought."
The following educators were present
and took part in the discussions which
were all on practical lines: Supt. L.
L. Frogge, Uniontown ; Miss Mary E.
Sasseen, Henderson ; E. McCulley, Han-
son ; Miss Katie McDaniel Hopkinsville;
County Superintendent W. M. Carr, of
Union; T. H. Smith, Madisonville;
Thos. Puma-, Henderson; Miss Grace
Colman, Christian; Dr. J. E. Hayes,
Calhoon ; County Superintendent E. H.
Clarke, Henderson; Livingstone Mc-
Cartney, Hopkinsville; James McGill-
niss, Owensboro; Supt. C. E. Dudley,
Corydon ; Pres. C. J. Lenten, Morgan-
field; Prof. Tharp,principal high school,
Henderson ; R. P. Shacklett, Sturgis, J.
J. Glenn, editor Madisonville Hustler;
C. H. Dietrich, Hopkinsville; James
E. Dorland, Louisville, and others.
The Cleaner says: "The teachers'
meeting which concluded its labors yes-
terday. was the most enthusiastic ever
held in Henderson, notwithstauning the
cold weather. The number of active
paying members of the association was
fifty.one, though a larger number were
present tit evrry session. It is a perma-
nent asa.eiation and will do great good
great good in educational matters.
Credit is indeed due to Miss Seseeen for




On Saturday afternoon Church Hill
Culture club met at the residence of
Miss Mat tie Sue Browning, Miss Mary
Stoner, oar worthy president, presiding
in the chair. Seventeen were present.
The following program was rendered:
Duet-Misses Browning and Adcock.
Vanity and Vanities-Jerome K. Je-
rome-Miss Holloway.





Selection from Lucile-Miss McClan-
ahan.




Selection from Jerome Jerome-Mr
Frank Holloway.
Music-Miss Brow rang.
At the rtquest of the preeldent we
wish to cull "pedal at to the next
meeting which will be held at the home
of Mrs. Belle Stowe on Saturday after•
noon, Feb. 13th. We especially request
all tin tubers to be present as it Is the
time ata ointed for the election of (M-
oen. All who are interested In the cul-
ture of the mind and heart and in geed
books are cordially invited to take part
with us and We will gladly welcome all
who will join us in this good work. "He
most lives who thinks most, feels the
noblest, acts the best." Also at this
meeting will be rehearsed the program
for an open meeting which will be held
in the Grange Hall on Washington's
birtlidey, M o'cloek p. in. An invitation




Last tilitIrt at the First Prrebytei tali
Is the local Chriollan Eieleatie
1011 )11,14 n "ureter vouiniemorattve of
the sixteenth antileernary of the starting
f the first society. The atteinhinee
Was large and interesting and appro•
prime exercises were performed.
Sateen years ago the Christian En.
doavor movement vs-as first inaugurated
in the Williston Church in Portland.
Me. The anniversary was celebrated
yesterday by pore:ties all over the
world, who take advantage of Endeavor
Day to eview the east amid plan for bet-
ter work in the future.
The memberehip of the sceiety now
reecho; nearly 3,000,000 persons in 411.-
000 societies. It has become a great
factor in the life of the young people of
- he church, bringing them in and deep-
ening the spiritual life. The great con-
vention which will meet in Nashvillo
next year will give an impetus to the
work and more fully discover its power
and beauty and its influence in Chris-
tian character.•,
MF.ETINO POSTPONED.
For probably the first time in the his-
tory of the Bethel Association, the Sev-
enth Circle, which was to have held a
session at the Baptist church of this
city, Saturday afternoon and Sunday
was postponed on Recount of the small
attendance. The circle is composed of
the following churches: Hopkinsville,
Concord, Sinking Fork, New Pleasant
Hill, West Mount Zoar, Palestine, Crof-
ton, Empire, Macedonia, Mount Zoar,
White Thorn Creek, New Barren
Spring', Pleasant Hill, Max Grove,
Ebenezer.
The next meeting will be held in this
city on the last Saturday in May.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if i
tibia to care. 26c. Sold by R. 0, Hard
1,13k. m4
It is strange, yet it is a fact, that in
many of tie sitate Legislatures that pass
laws ag: ,t the sale of cigarettes the
most archer sanporters of such meas-
ures are up in errus in a moment if some
one happ, us to propose a bill to prevent
the sale af liquor, end they begin at
once to talk of sumptuary
of the aLrisieemeot of personal liberty,
etc., etc. Ti',. tlifference with most of
them lies in he fact that they use liqu-
or themselves, but do not use cigarettes,
which makes it all right to prohibit the
smile of (Iselin:len bet all wrong to put
any obste in the way of the men
who wan, io use whisky. If a lot of
law-makers have the moral and consti-
tutional right to prohibit the sale of
cigarettes or any article-no matter
what-then they have the right to pro-
hibit the ee ef eoseh and every article
that they may not like, because the
same prim iple underlies them all, each
man is maee the keeper of his neighbors
conscience instead of allowing each man
to judge for himself as to what is right
for him to do under given circum-
stances.
TWO VERY BIG FIRES.
Madisonville and Princeton
Sustain Big Losses.
BAD TIME FOR FIRES.
Property D•stroyed In the Two Towns Thought
It Have Pen Insured for Hall the Lott.
[spectee TO NEW ERA]
Madisonville, Ky., Jaw 29.-Fire was
discovered et 11:45 last night in the
rear of Ray's Opera House, near the
stage. It spread rapidly and when the
fire appellate, of the town reached the
fire the entire building was in flames.
Nearly all the male citizens were
aroused by the alarm and hurried to
the scene tel eviiinit too subduing the fire.
It WIlle miteasible to sates and part of
the opera !muss, and the efforte were
,111r lil pesiliti tile eurroutilling0.1ItcHaety
After hard work the fire was got un-
aer (otitis); at I o'clOek.
The folios, it,g buildings and coutent•
were desire:creel ;
Itny's Op,ra House.
J. 'W. Stirsli•s 'saloon.
Antonio Rocco, frnit store.
J. B. W aria et Sono, grocery
Dunkersoe Thompson, grocery.
T. C. Tapp, grocery.
The total kelt is placed at $45,000, with
probably ZO per cent of insurance. The
principal loss wss the opera house,
v.-Lich we, • inte a•handsome building,
a credit to the town.
The "Mice: Josh SpraceOy company"
gave a perfteL.:...te at the opera house
last night, an,. it is suppoeed that care-
hamper% either in handling of lights or
at the heating sipparatus caused the fire.
When the fire was at its worse Evans-
ville was asked for aid. An engine and
company -• firemen were started, but
when they inached Henderson they
were told a . the fire was under con-
trol and that they were not needed, so
they turned Lack.
Princeton, Ky., Jan. 29.-This town
suffered from a big fire this morning.
The flames; entirely destroyed Kaufman
& Goldnamer's dry goods store, damag-
ed Cox & Co's hardvvare establishment,
burned two doctors' offices, a shoe shop,
an itianrillute Offioe and the tobacco man-
ufactory of llatliffe Bros. The toes is
forty thensand dollars, half insured.
For a m-bile it looked as if the whole
town woule go up in smoke, but by hard
work the fire aais finally gotten under




THE HISTORY OF A DAY
Crisp Chronicles of the City Condensed and
Grouped for Ready Perusal.
Chang, of Location.
McGehee Bros., of Allentoville, have
rented a house at Guthrie and will re-
move their stock of goods, consisting of
dry goods, boots, elites, etc., into it in a
short time.
New Girl,
Mr. Charles Collins is the proud papa
of a lovely girl baby. The little strang-
er arrived Saturday night and wan of
regulation weight and possesses strong
lung power.
Sunday Night.
James H. Faller and Miss Annie Wil-
kins, well-known members of North
Christian society, were united in mar-
riage at Ebenezer Baptist Church at 5
o'clock Sunday afternoon, Rev. Claude
Carlisle officiating. The church was
crowded with the relatives and friends
of the couple.
0. V. Naming'',
Judge Barr held a short session Sat-
urday of the United States District
Court and heard the report of Receiver
McLeod, of the Obio Valley road, for
the mouth of October. The gross earn-
ings of the road for the month were
$29,785.83, less the operating expenses
of $24,30939, which left the net earn-
ings $5,476.34.
Condition Improved.
The many Hopkixteville friend of Mr.
Otho Graves, of Louisville, whose ser-
ious illness was noted in the New ERA
recently, will be gratified to learn that
his condition is much improved. A let-
ter to Col. William Vaughn states that
Mr. Graves was able to sit up the latter
part of last week, and that his physi-
cians believe his ultimate recovery is
certain.
An Announcement,
Mr. Milton Hornet McGrew and Miss
Lou Eva Wood were joined in matri-
mony Wednesday evening at seven
o'clock at the residence of Mr. Jack
Torian of the Sinking Fork vicinity.
The Rev. J. U. Spurlin, Sr., offici-
ated. The bride is a charming young
woman. She is a sister of Mr. Wallace
W. Wood, formerly in the drug business
here. 'I he groom is clerk in the St.
Nicholas; hotel at Pail:wale.
Much Later.
The usual time for the aunual meet-
ing of the State Board of Equalization
is February 10, but when they meet the
County Assessors' books are rarely ever
ready, so an adjournment is neceseary,
This year it is given out that the Audi-
tor will not call the board together till
several weeks later than usual, probably
as late as March 10. By that time all
the Assessors will have arrived and the
work can go on without interruption.
Will Probated-
The will of the late John A. Lewis, a
prominent North Cbristian citizen who
died last week at Crofton, was probated
Monday. He leaves to his widow
a house and lot in Crofton to be used by
her during her life and "sufficient pro.
vision for her maintenance for one
year." In case she marries the house
goes to his children. The remainder of
his estate, which is said to be consider-
able, he directs to be equally divided
among his several children.
Deserves Success.
John M. Schultz, . of time city, has se-
cured the agency of "War in Cuba," a
book recently issued by the National
Book Concern, and will offer it for sale
in this community. -War in Cuba" is
by Senor Quesada, the Cuban represen-
tative at Washington, and is endorsed
by all Culan patriots. It is the most
thtrlllimmgly Interesting story of the great
struggle for freedom that hits been writ.
ten and will entertain arid instruct say
who peruse it. Mr. Sehultz is a deaf-
mute who works hard to make an honest
living, and his efforts should meet with
eueouragement.
Pipes Bursted.
There were no services at the Baptist
church yesterday. Recently a water mo-
tor was set up in the furnace room of the
church to be used in pumping the pipe.
organ. Apipe bursted Sunday morning
and in a short time the room WAR flooded
with water several feet deep. As it was
impossible to remove the water in time
to hest up the church, services were not
held.
Shot Rim.
Jim !Awry, It 0010itnt Man residing at
Guthrie, idiot Chal,nUiti Towneviid, also
colored, Sunday erre:limn about e
tielo
lio.vry v1110111114 milt ilttx of Pellet,
inn lido TOO !Mend./ back its the latter
sets melting a retreat at dOuble.quiek
time in the opposite iltreetton from Low.
rya' house.
After the shooting ,Lawry gave him-
self up to the officers and wax put in
jail.
Lowry claims that Townsend was too
intimate with Mrs. Lowery. Town-
send will recover.
Hugh Phelps.
Mr. Hugh Phelps, of this city, took
charge as manaeer of the Arlington
Hotel at Clarksville Monday. He
has many years es; addles) in the busi-
ness and has made a success of every
hotel with which he has been connected.
He will conduct the hostelry in a man-
ner satisfactory to the hotel company
and to the traveling public. He was
behind the desk at the Phoenix and
Hotel Latham, of Hopkinsvillr, and,
later on, at the Barrett House at Hen-
derson. Until a few weeks ago, he was
manager of The Rudd, at Owensboro.
Mrs. Phelps and child will join Mr.
Phelps in Clarksville some time next
week.
Bliss Johnson.
MIES Hattie Lee Johnston, Hopkins-
ville's talented young authoress, has
been in the city daring the past week ill
the interest of her novel, "The City of
Sin." She is a niece of the Confederate
General Albert Sidney Johnston, and
both she and her book deserve the cor-
dial wekome which is being accorded
her the field of letters. She is on her
way to Florida for the winter, and in
her short stop over here, has made sales
of her interesting wcirk to nearly all the
leading families of the town. The suc-
cess which thus far has attended her
first literary effort, is the brightest sign
of her future career as a novelist of the
meet interesting, chute and pleasing
In Darkness.
The management of the Clarksville
Electric Light (3ompany authorises the
statement that Eafter thut! month no ser-
vice will be furtaished by this company,
and gives notice to it. customers to gov-
ern themselves accordingly This com-
pany has been supplying the city and
private individuals with light for a
number of years.
J. N. Alsop, Who has secured the new
contract for lighting Clarksville, states
that as soon as the weather will permit
the new lighting plant will be put in,
and the city and subscribers supplied.
The power for the new plant will be
furnished in connection with the Clarks-
ville Electric Street Oar Company. Dur-
ing the time it will take to get the new
light plant in shape Clarksville will be
without light.
Freaks.
Paducah Bun :-Mr Jack Calloway, of
this city, now has one of the most la-
teresting collections of freaks Ic the
oonntry. Yesserelay he received from
the eon of Editor Hunter Wood, of the
Hopkinsville New ERA, an albino aqua,
rel-perfectly white all Over, with red
eyes. Hs has also bargained for a three-
eyed caJf, whith be will get If It lives
until weaned. In all he now has twen-
ty-seven freaks Among them are A
hog with two legs, one with five and
the other with six legs a three-legged
mule, a Ave-legged chicken, a four
legged chicken and a duck with four
wings, a white coon, a two-legged dog
and a three-legged cat, a thicken with
feet but no legs; two roosters with four
legs. These are some of the curiosities
he has collected, mostly from this coun-
ty. Mr. Calloway will shortly mart out
with his museum and travel about the
country to exhibit the freaks
Unhurt.
Jake Edmunds, colored, was listening
to a band about half past one this after-
noon, and did net hear Layne's big 'bus
approaching. He was knocked down
and the heavy wagon, in which twenty
Or more persoai were sitting, ran Over
over his head. Jake got up, after the
wagon passed ov his body, and strolled
after the band, m4rF.ich was marching up
Main street. E,$arybodv who witnessed
the accident feared at first that the ne-
gro had been fatally injured, but with
the exception of a slight abrasion of the
skin on the forehead, he was uninjured.
*loped.
John M. Prim and Miss Ettie Morris,
both of Christian county, were married
at 1 :30 o'clock yesterday afternoon by
Squire Smith at the Northington House
in Clarksville.
The groom lives at Elmo and the bride
at Pembroke.
They drove through in a hack from
Pembroke, yesterday morning, leaving
in the same way for home that after-
noon.
Both are members of good families
and have many friends who wish them
all possible happisaess.
Masons.
The local Masonic lodge to-day closed
a contract for the regular rental of the
entire third store of the big Ragsdale,
Cooper & Co.. building on South Main
street.
This immense 1stm will be converted
into a lodge roonif A banquet hall will
be constructed. 1
When the wi on the appartments is
completed the ne will have the
largest and most commodious hall in
in Kentucky, probably in the South.
Osatifyins.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Davidson has decided that the City
School Boards must pay their teachers
for a month of twenty school days, and
not by the calendar month. This will
be gratifying to the teachers all over
the State, as it means an appreciable in-
crease in their salaries. The question




Rev. J. W. Ligon writes that he will
not remove from Trenton He preaches
now regularly at Trenton, Guthrie.
Energeitia and Sebree. He says: "I
have accepted a call from the church Cat
Sebreer to serve them as preacher this
year, but have no intention of changing
my place of residenoe. I shall remain
here among the good people whom I
have learned to lave, and will visit Se-
bree once a month from this place."
Blarned.
The dwelling hens° of John L. Ren-
shaw, a North Christian farmer, was
destroyed by fire it 8 o'clock yesterday
morning, together with contents.'
The members of the fluidly were
awakened jut in time to escape from
the burning building,
The lose was $1,000, with no 
maranieo
William Masi died in Klklon night
before last of h trouble, aged fifty.
flfty.seven.
The deceased wits born In Hopkins.
rill. in 140, and Wu for years Taller
of the First National Hank of Clarks.
villa, Tenn.
Removes.
Mr. Lucian H. Davis has engaged
rooms and will at once remove with his
family from one of the Latham cottages
to the residence of Mrs. D. J. Dalton on
East Seventh street where they will
make their future home with Mrs.
Davis' mother.
Dellento
It seems to be impossible for a K.313-
tuckian to get through an old war claim.
Dr. Clardy has a desk filled with them
and whenever he obtains recognition
there is always an objection rallied by
some member of the House.
Commission.
Worried about the asylum and peni-
tentiary troubles, tome of the State of-
ficials are more than ever urging the
creation of a State Commission to take
chiege of all these institutions.
Cons didatel.
The Triaton Lodge Knights of Pyth-
ias has consolidated with Peerless Lodge
No. 73, of Elkton. In honor of the oc-
casion Peerless Lodge gave a banquet at
the Kennedy House one night this
week.
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar lion. y cures
coughs for young tend old. Most tough
medicines simply help you cough. Dr.
Bell's Pine Tar Honey helps you not to
cough. See the difference! Would
you like to try it? It is particularly
valuable for those who can not stand
the strain of coughing. Ask your drug-
gist for it. Take no snbetitute. There
in nothing as good we Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey. Gooddruggists sell it. 
Soldby R. O. Rardwiola -__i.eI 
i
LYMAN GAGE'S POWCY.
The Next Secretary of the
Treasury Talks.
A BANK DYNAMITED.
A Young Lally it Graves County CrisaisalW
Assaulted by a Betel Fleet
(SPEC" aL TO Saw IRA
Chicago, Feb. 1 -2 p re -Mr. Ly.
man Gage, who is te be the ftecreeary
of the Treasury in President McKinley's
Cabinet, was inter, sawed this Ilearnial
by an Aseanated Preis ropreeeneweve
Mr. Gage says that tee is in favor of the
retirement of the greenbacks, the sale
for gold of all the silver bought under
the Sherman act and the changing of
the silver certificates. winch he regards
as the moat dangerous feature of our
financial system Mr. Gage declares
that be believe* tut these changes
woad be followed by such a degree of
prosperity in the financial world, al-
though it would come gradually, that
the Government would not again have
to resort to bond sales. He says that
confidence would return and that the
idle money in banks all over the cocas-
try would be put out and would soon
find its way into all channels of trade.
$10,000 SECURED.
t SPECIAL TO taw Ake)
Ottumwa, Ia., Feb. 1-2:10 p. ni-
The City Bank of this place was dyne-
nailed last night and the burglars wear-
ed even ten thousand dollers in gold
and currency for their trouble, and suc-
ceeded in making good their escape.
The affair took place some time &fur
midnight, but nothing was known of is
until after daylight. to-day. Several
people in the neighborhood of the bank
were aroused from their sleep by the jar
caused by the explosion, but note. of
them paid much attention to the occur;
retie*. as they did not realize what it
meant, some of them thinking that it
was an earthquake shock they had felt.
Nobody thought of making an investi-
gation. Detectives have been put on
the case, but as yet they have no clew.
AFTER A BLACK FIEND.
[sesciaL to taw sae]
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 1,-2 p. m.-A re,
port has just reached this place to the
effect a negro man had this moening
criminally assaulted a Miss AllnOttlr -
who resides on Blood river, in the
Northwestern part of this, Graves,
county, and that a large posse of citizens
is now scouring that part of the coun•
try in search for the negro, who will
most assuredly be lynched if caught-.
and it is thought he will •erv probably
be canght,as he did not have time to get
very far before the pelage set oat on his
trail.
FRAUDS. ALLEGED.
sreciat TO raw mu]
Williamstown, Ky., Feb. 1.-1 AL p.
m.-There is a great raw in the Demo-
cratic ranks here. On list Saturday
primary election was held all over this
county for the purpose of selecting
Democratic candidates for the ear-roue
county offices to be filled next Novene
ber, and to-day the men wise were de-
fasted in the primary declare that
it was ;fraudulently conducted, that
large numbers of Republican' voted,
and that at many places the polls were
kept opal all day and nearly all of Sat-
arday night-in fact, all sorts of charge"
are made, and the defeated men declare
that they will not abide by the result, but
will continue to run. It is thought that
another primary-conducted wooed:us
to law-will have to be held or else the
party will be so split up that it will be
defeated at the election in November
McKINLEY'S DECISION.
,sPeciaL TO Yaw
Canton. 0., Feb. 1.-1:85 p. m. -A
tip is given out to-day to the effect that
President-elect McKinley has decided
not to go to the South for a Cabinet of-
ficer.
DROWNED WHILE SKATING.
:SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
Greensburg, Ky„ Feb 1,-1 :30 p m -
This morning while Roy Miller, a white
boy, was skating and was being guided
by Will Travis, a negro
into a hole, pulling the
him The no was




e boys last as
he was about to sink for the last Mins
The nacre's body Went back ander the
toe and neald not be reached
Most of the energies of opposing
form in Cuba appear to be devoted to
the teak of making the island useless to
the winner.
The Galveston News evidently doeen't
approve of the high theaterhate, as it
says"it is usually the awe that the larg
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Kew Era Printing & Publishig Co
HUNTER V0000, President.
OFFICE:-New Era Burlding, Seventh
Street near Main, Hopkitisville, Ky.
$ 1.00 A YEAR.
iteetliVeti at the postofilce In Hopkiaseille
as seeond-clars mail matter.
Friday, February 5, 1897.
- ADVERTISING RATED: -
owe lath, first Insert Ion   $ 1
Owl tech, one month. • 
OM tattoo three months  jo
One inch, six months    fitlb
One Inch, one•year 15 Olt
Additional rates may be had by applies-
lion at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for In
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
collected quarterly.
All advertisements Inserted without epee-
lard time will he charged for until ordered
out.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths.
not ex.:wetting rive line,. cud notices of
preaching published gratis.
• Obituary Notice..., Resolutions of Respect.
and other similar notices, live cents per line.
- CLUBBING RATES:-
, e-ar.RLY New BHA and the following
one year:
'-t ,ekly Cincincinnatt Enquirer.  $1 'If,
W •••••kle. St. Louis Republic  175
@emit- *reit ly Globe-Democrat.  175
Weekly Nashville sun.  I 7,5
Home and Earm 
COURT DIRECTORY.
CIRCUIT COURT-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
Member.
quairrsitov COURT-Second Mondays
in January, April, July and October.
Paean First Tuesday in April
and October.
00aTT COURT-Fir% Monday in every
month.
. _ e
The country a di get tirl of 0141V011114
and Puffer both on March 4th. •
The Chicago burglar seatenced to the
pen for 100 years will get ves7much out
of practice by the time he completes his
term.
About the only tune that Chia Wey-
ler was ever known to really succeed
was when he succeeded Martinez-Cam-
pos in office.
The Savannah News says that wo-
men do not hate women unless they
happen to be handsomer and smarter
than themselves.
THE TERRORS OF THE P1AGUE.
The terrors of _ the plaghe .hich is
now ravaging India and threatehing the
rest of the world are beet illustrieted by
a few comparative figures. ,
The plague first appeared in Europe
n the year 544 A. D. and thereafter
made its appearance at regular iintervals
of 90 or 40 years until the beginning of
the present century. The most conserv-
ative 'estimates place the nhtuber of
deaths in Europe alone from this cause
at twenty Live millions. !
In the eighth century 2011s5ei person,
died of the plague in Constakitinople
alone. Again in 1611 the mortality in
0 at city reached the same appalling
figures. The ifitli 3 the deaths 4n Lon-
don were about 100,000, in spite of ths
fact that most of the population lied.
Saty thousand persons fell victims at
Marseilles in 1720. .
Eight hundred thousand pet-Sans died
in EgYpt in 1702. .
The European plague': were frequent•
ly preceded by myriads of locusts, which
tilled the wells and poisoned the watt r
of the countries East of the Caspian Sea.
At Bagdad 500,4;00 people died in ninety
(lays: at Cairo mortality reached 10,000
in 2i-hears. More than 30,4 towns
and villages were depopulated. r Among
the cities that suffered were: lorence,
100,000; Valencia, 100,000; Venice, 70,-
000; Naples, 60,0007 Paris, 501000; Ge-
noa and Vienna 40,000 each. i
Still more appalling is a eminparison
of averages. The reports froth various
places in India during the preheut out-
break .how that about 96 per cent -or
ninety-six in a hundred-of all the per.
attacked by the disease have died.
Now, the deadliest epidemic we have
ever had in this country was that of
yellow fever in 1878-9. In that outbreak
there were a total of 65 976 cases, of
which only 14,809 died. That is to say,
the percentage of mortality was only a
1
TraCtion over$2 per cent. agiinst the
plague's record of 96 per cent.
Moreover, the plague attacks a vastly
lazier proportion of the population than
either yellow fever or cholera ever does.
It is contagious and both directly and
indirectly infections. Vihereiter it ap-
pears it attscks an extraordinary pro-
portion a all the people, and it kills
nearly all those whom it attacks.
We should be very thankful to mod-
ern science for quarantine and: cleanli-
aess, which gives us a reasonable assur-
ance against the most terrible of all
maladies ever known to man. :
Arbitration would not clip the claws
of the Lion and Eagle, but would simp-
ly prevent their use over trivial affairs.
which would be a bleesing to the whole
world.
It seems that Prince Bismshck has
undertaken to play the role of common
load for Germany. Time is evidently
begInno s • •Itak- Its mark on the
: 3.. have a good
des. ,o say about mean temperature.
Thee eia often see the temperature
any ootster than it has been for the
last ten or twelve days.
,na could make McKinley Fresh
. he can not make himself Sen.
eou Ohio. The reason is that the
oot et of Ohio know Hanna so much
•tt-r • he people of the United
eotote s.. McKinley.
The Czar ui to undergo a surgical
operation for the removal of an osseous
irowth on his cranium." It is a great
pity that the enlargement of the head
that the German Emperor suffers from
can not be reduced in that way.
The Cuban war correspondents are
getting to neglect their business to an
unpardonable degree. None c f them
have brought Gen. Maceo to life for at
least three weeks. The newspseier pro-
prietors will have to stir them up.
The next Administration will be a
rargar Ohio affair. There will be Mc-
Kinley, Sherman, Alger and Hanna, all
natives of Ohio, and there may yet be
other natives of the Buckeye State in
the Cabinet before the Administration
mad&
Over 18,000,000 worth of bicycles were
exported ,frout the United --• t',̀ M last
year A great many of men,
however, did not take • one
large demand for wheels rid of
theirs, as a glance is 11, 110 of the
speeches made in Congress will show.
Bemuse amen Hatfield marries
Mary McCoy it is said that the famous
and bloody Hertfield-MoOoy fend is at
last at an end. Everybody hopes that
the prediction may be true, but there
have been cases where such events
marked the beginning of such hostilities
rather than the end.
-it Uncle Sam need not be afraid to
fis e shown by a report flied with the
S. . a few days ago in which the
War stated that the grand
soste. to. >e-StAte militia is 1,115,621
men He also reports the number of
mem available for military duty to be
10,149.184-that is men within the mili-
tary limits-from IS to 45 years of age.
There were ten thousand more arrests
for drunkenness in Boston during the
year 1896 than there were in Philadel-
phia-the numbers being 31,000 and 21,-
0W respectively. The question is, are
there really more drunkards in Boston
tnan there are in Philadelphia, or are
ten thousand more arrests due to a more
efficient police force in the former than
in the latter city? It may, however, be
that Boston whisky is meaner even than
the redeye sold in the Quaker City.
Nothing that Congress could do
would be of one-half so much benefit to
the country, the entire country, as
would the passage of an equitable bank-
rupt law, and why the lawmakers per-
sist in their refusal to enact such a
measure is a mystery to all business
men. It would not be very hard to draw
up a law that would be fair to al per-
sons, in fact the Torrey bill that has
been before Congress for a long time is
said by competent judges to be a very
worthy measure.
Wonder if Bishop Hurst, of Wash-
!neon, has yet found out what particu-
lar Methodist church President McKin-
ley will connect himself with while in
the Capital? The Bishop WRA very
anxious to know, as he said he wait very
solicitous about the quality of the man
who is to furnish the Chief Executive
his spiritual pabulum. In diseuefing
the matter a Waahinitton paper says •
"It is not really a benefit to a rhurch in
Washington to have the President in
attendance. Ills attendance draws a
crowd of curiosity-atelier*, who deprive
the regular members of their seats, nev-
er pay anything for the support of the
church. and are not there to be spirit-
ually fed, bat are there a. men go to a
circus or a show, to gratify their curi-
osity.'
No matter what .(rt of an explana-
tion Mr. Hanna makes as to why he
withdrew from the Senatorial contest in
Ohio everybody will understand very
clearly that it was simply and solely be-
cause he discovered that he could not
possibly win. There are explanations
that explain and then again there are ex-
planations that do not explain-and Mr
Hanna's explanations are of the latter
class. Mr. Marcus Aureola; Hanna has
made a big blunder. He had far better
have retired immediately after the No-
vember election and rested on his laurels
as a Warwick, but his "vaulting ambi-
tion which o'erleape itself" forced him
into a contest in which he has been clean-
pletely routed, and as a result the world
has discovered that he is made of the
wine common clay from which all mor-
. sills are fashioned.
— - -
To convince the President-ell3ct of his
fitness; for the Treasury portfolio Lyman
Gage told him that he had been almost
raised in a bank, had been in the busi-
ness ever since he was a boy. That is
really one reason why he is not quali-
fied for the place, he's accustomed to
looking at business from the wrong end
for the good of the people, and Secre-
tary of the Treasury he's likely to con-
tinue to do so.
The New York Mail and- Express
makes the following very seneible sug-
gestion: "With all these schomes for a
labor commission, a currency: commis-
Mon, a tariff commission and h census
commission, there is some danger that
the oominiesion business will be Over-
done. These are all efforts to Nike away
from Congress various tasks which pro-
perly belong there and place ahem in
other hands. Suppose we drott the com-
mission idea and hold Congreeriaccount-
able for the work which it is paid to do."
Bose Platt says that "we neiiher wish
to govern Cuba nor fight Spent." While
that may be true, yet, it is ouri duty as
human beings to put a atop to the bru-
tal course that Spain is pursuing in
Cuba,instead of secreCy assistingSpain,
as Grover Cleveland and Richard Olney
have been doing ever since the present
war began. We abuse the nations of
Etirope for allowing the Turk to butch-
er the Armenians. yet we sit 'still and
allow equally as stracions crimes to go
on within ninety miles of our shores.
We should at least be consistent.
There has never been issued by the
Government Bureau of Printing and
engraving a silver certificate that has
met with so much serious obji3ction as
the one dollar certificate that hears up-
on its face the picture of the lieft-hand-
ed Goddess of Liberty. The other elab-
orately designed new 'fiver certificates;
are not meeting with the great success
hoped for by the Treasury authorities
Bank cashiers and others havieg to do
with handling large sums of money de.
elate that the .I silver certificate is a
'totemic*, that it tears easily and that
III. often mistaken for bills of larger
denominations. The new .6 sad r2 oer-
ttficates, too, have caused trouble, but
the $1 is the most troublesome. Th.-
:JEW ERA COMPANY will, however, take
all of them that people may wish to dis-
pose of and will send in return one of
the best newspapers printed in Kentuc-
ky.
_ . _
Senator Lindsay on being asked a L.w
days ago how many Democrats there
would be in the next Senate, answered
-three:, It is a great pity that the
thirty odd other men in the Selnate who
imagine that they are Democrat.] and
who stand where Lindsay stood when
Kentucky sent him to the Senate have
not brains enough to know what the
party's position has always' been.
Lindsay and the other hundred and
thirty-two thousand and odd Democrats
deubcless feel very sorry for those SLI
million and odd men who showed On
the 3rd of last November that they
imagined that they were Democrats.
It is an exceedingly large dog .that the
gold-bug tail is attempting to-wait It
is strange that such a dyed-in-the-wool-
Democrat as Senator Lindsay ithould be
willing to hold on to an office to which
he was elected by men whom he regards
as renegades. It is strange that the
impropriety, to say nothing ot the in-
justice of holding on to all office in
which hefeels it his duty to iametri-
cally oppose the people who el ted him
has never occurred to KentackI's junior
Senator.
If theresie anything in the did super-
-citron, Mr. McKinley's ears Must have
',seen burning ever since it was announc-
ed that he had chosen LymanIJ. Gage,
iiof Chicago, a man who voted or Gro-
ver Cleveland, signed the peti 'on upon
which Gov. Altsteld pardoned the Chi
cage anarchists, and who has or years
been known as airiest a free orader in
his tariff views, for his Seoretairy of the
Treasury. It ii said in Wash ngtou to
be a great effort for the Republicans ill
Congress to, keep from temple ng pub-
licly the disgust they feel for thin break
of McKinley's, but in view of the pi,
fthat McKinley will soon hegi i to tile
tribute, they arc making the e tat.
For the good of the coun4ry It is
greatly to be hoped that Mr. eKinley
will be able to induce Mr. dhauucei
Depew to accept the Ambatitiadhiship to
the Court of St. James. There is not
another man in the Republican party
who would fill, the place so ere( itably as
would Mr. Depew, and it will he some-
what of a national calamity foe him to
refuse to accept the place, whidh has al-
ready been offered to him.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the setup
ef smell and completely deraluge the
whole system when entering it throng)
the MUCOUS surfaces. Such article-
should never be used except on prescrip•
tions from reputable physicians as tht
damage they will do is ten foil to tie
good you can possibly derive fr in them
Hall's Catarrh Cure, rnanufac ured in
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0ot-entail:t-
rio mercury, auel is taken iniernally
acting dir letly upon the blood and inn
eons airfares of the cyst, ni. Ii buyite
Cabarrh Core be sure yes get tie
genui ie. It is t 'ken internally ant
made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. °belle:
dk Co. T.4tlioaniisie free.
Sold by dravirhte. price per bottle.
Hall's /f wily Pills are' the beist,
THAT EXTRA SESSION. ST ILL FOR FREE SILVER
Said That Coy. Bradley Has
the Call Now Ready.
MR. BOYLE'S CHANCES.
Republicans Claim That Th•y Will Have
Enough filajmity in the Senate te
Pass a Tart, Bill.
KENTUCKY GIRL blIGHLY COMPLIMENTED.
(SPECIAL TO NEW mkt
Frankfort, Feb. 4.-2 eau -It is stated
positively by men who are in a position
to know whereof they speak that Gov-
ernor liradley has the call for an extra
session of the Legislature air iuly pre-
pared except that a blank is left in
which to insert the date as soon as he
fully determines upon the exact day on
which he desires the session to begin.
The call mentions several matters
upon which the Legislature is desired to
act. First and foremost of all will be a
recommendation by Gov. Bradley, that
the State be so gerrymandered as to give
the Republicans control beyond a doubt
of a majority of the Congressional,Sena-
torial, Legislative,Railroad and Judicial
districts. This the Republican managers
believe is the only way in which they
will ever again be able to control the
State, as they see that the pe: pie are
everywhere disguitted with the lack of
ability to manage the public affairs
shown by the party in the very short
time that it has been in power in the
State.
The next recommendation in the call
is in regard to legislation for the relief
of the present financial troubles of the
Commonwealth, which were never be-
fore in the history of the State in such
a deplorable condition. It is not known
exactly what coarse the Governor will
advise in regard to the financial trouble,
that is, what sort of a measure he fa-
vors.
The next matter of importance that
he will call the attention of the Legis-
lators to will be the election of a United
States Senator to succeed Senator Black-
burn. According to the reports from
Canton this matter has already been ar-
ranged to the satisfaction of all factious
in the party, and the caucus nomination
will go to John W. Yerkete, who, it is
claimed, will be seated through the in-
fluence of Hanna and the threats of Mc-
Kinley to withhold patronage from the
Senators if they refuse to act favorably
in the matter.
These things are known positively to
be true, but the exact date for the extra
session has not yet been fixed upon, al-
though it is likely that it will be March
sth, instead of the 5th am at first said,
because the 5th comes on Friday, an un-
lucky day.
130YLE'S CHANCES GOOD.
[SPECIAL Ti) NEW ERA]
Canton, th, Feb. 4-2:15 p. m.-A
number of public men who have called
upon Major McKinley to-day have been
heard to remark that Kentucky's
chances for a Cabinet place are excellent
and that they would not be surprised
o hear at any moment that MoSt.John
Boyle, of Louisville, had been tendered
the place of Attorney General Ittr.Mc-
Kinley is known positively to have Mr.
Boyles name antler consideration at
this very moment and they this after.
ternoou offer him the place.
The Hunter and Bradley factions are
believed to have been fully harmonized
by the selection of Dr. Hunter for Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue and Mr.
John W. l'erkes for United States Sen-
ator to succeed Blackburn.
CLAIM A MAJORITY.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Wash gton, Feb. 4.-2 :20. -The
Republicans now'claim that they have
beyond the shadow of a doubt enough
votes in the Senate to enable them to
pass any sort of a tariff bill they may
choose to frame, and that they will not
be in the slightest degree dependent
upon the silver Republican Senators
in any matter. This may mean, and it
is believed that it does mean that the
Republicans have determined to steal
the Delaware seat to which Mr. Kenny,
a free silver Democrat, was recently le
gaily elected, and also to seat the Re-
publican who will apply for admission
as successor of Senator Blackburn, of
Kentucky, although it if; known that
the Legislature has no right to elect
anyone nor has the Governor the right
to appoint anyone.
A DISGRACE TO THE STATE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 4.-A nine-year-
old boy-who is not yet rid of his baby
teeth-was received at the penitentiary
yesterday from Boyd county. He was
sent for One year for breaking a show
window and stealing a half dollar. That
School of Reform should be hurried up.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
transient nature of the many physi-
cal ills, which vanish before proper et-
:tilts-gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that se many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs, prompt-
y removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with milliona of families, and is
1.verywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
Oeanliness without debilitating the
means on which it acts. It is therefore
ill important, in order to get its bene-
dcial effects, to note when you pur-
thase, that you have the genuine arti-
:le. which is manufaetured by the Cali-
'ornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
ill replitable di uggists.
If in the enjovmeet of gehl health,
Ind the system is regular, laxatives or
ttla•r remedies are then not nueded. If
.thicted with any actual diceuse. one
nay be c =mended to the most skill:u1
thysicians, but if in need of a laxative.
figs stands h4hest and is most
well-informed _everywhere, Syrup of 114
' / jere should Lave toe best, and with the




Thus Chairman Butler Considers and Other Is-
sues Must for the Time Take a Seat.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Washington, Feb. 4 -Populist mem-
bers of Congress, it is said, do not take
kindly to the proposition of National
Committeeman Washburn, of Massa-
chusetts, that the People's party aban-
don the silver question and fall back on
tile two questions of Government issue
of paper money and Government con-
trol of railroads. Likewise, they are
not in favor of calling a conference of
the party leaders to determine what
shall be done as proposed by National
Secretary Edgerton. Senator Butler
and Senator Allen and others are strong-
ii opposed to a conference, AM they are
just as strongly opposed to any change
from the issues of the last campaign.
Chairman Butler expressed the opin-
ion to-day that the Populist r arty is
committed to free silver as the main is-
sue until that question is finally dispos-
ed of; then he thinks it a ill be ,time
enough for the party to take up other
issues.
• The logic of the situation won't per-
mit the party to cut adrift from the sil-
ver question,' said Representative Kern
of Nebraska. "The party is stronger
by reason of its support of silver."
National Committeeman Wardell, of
California, who is in the city, said that
"the National Cenvention at St. Louis
fixed the issues for the Populist party.
The talk of changing the issue is idle.
We could not change the issue is we
wanted to."
Representative Bell, of Colorado, said
that in his opinion nine-tenths of the
Populist party fully believe in the last
party platform in it. entirety and add-
ed :
"No, it is my opinion that we will not
divide the silver vote in in 1900 or aban-
don the platform of 1896 or cease our
efforts until the great middle classes are
recognized in in government action, as
well, in stump-speech parlance, as the
bone and sinew of the republic."
AGAINST MOBS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Washington, Feb. 3.-A bill to pro-
tect the lives .and property of persons
against mobs was introduced in the
House to-day by Representative Stew-
art, of Wisconsin. It provides that the
city or county in which mob violence
results in destruction:of property, injury
or loss of life, shall be liable for dam-
ages and action may be brought against
(-Slicers of the law for neglect of duty.
In casd of death a sum not exceeding
e5,000 shall be awarded the relatives of
the deceased. When the general gov-
ernment in the case of a foreigner pays
an indemnity can bring action for re-

















a pure soap, • good soap, an
economical soap.
Made only by
The N. E. Fairbank Company,
as. Lewis.
THE LATEST DEAL
Made to Harmonize the Two
Kentucky Factions.
VERY COSTLY FIRES.
A Railroad Wreck in South Oakuti Cost Four
Pcrsins their Lives,
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Feb. 4v--Republican
leaders here are discussing the visit of
Dr. W. Godfrey Hunter, of the Third
district of Kentucky, to Mr. McKinley.
It was known that Mr. McKinley had
sent for Dr. Hunter, but it was not
known what was on hand, but it leaked
Out this morning that the President-
elect was making an effort to harmonize
the Kentucky factions and it is said that
the deal has been completed.
Dr. Hunter is to be Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, and Hon. John W.
Yerkee is to accept the appointment
from Gov. Bradley as Blackburn's suc-
cessor in the Senate. It is said that al-
though the Governor of Kent cky has
no right to appoint a Senator since the
Legislature failed to elect one, yet Han-
na, McKinley & Co. hope t o be able to
force the Senators-by threats of with-
holding patronage-to seat the Revue-
lican who is selected to succeed Black-
burn, and while the Republican major-
ity is not heartily in favor of such a
course, it is, however, believed that
Yerkee will be seated finally.
A SENSIBLE VIEW.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Feb. 3.-It has been held
in a New York court that a suit cannot
be brought to enforce a gratuity. This
is the common sense of the matter. John
D. Rockefeller gave a church $50,000 in
railroad bonds to be held in trust, the
interest to go to the support of the
church. The railroad defaulted the in-
terest and the church sued Mr. Rocke-
feller for it. This is the case the New
York court has just decided in the mil-
lionaire's favor.
SUICIDAL WAVE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Feb. 2.-2 :06,-A suicidal
wave is sweeping the country.
Since yesterday thirty-five self mur-
ders 
cause.
Many of the suicides were 
entirelyOur Annual*ClearanceSale
e have been reported as
in the United States.
Indignation meetings have been held Which We Have Decided to
denouncing the preachers and lecturers
who recently have been spreading abroad
the doctrine that all persons have a
moral right to kill themselves.
REMOVED FROM OFFICE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Feb 4.-Secretary
lisle has removed
Continue On More Week.
Such a grand array of attraction in .Pry Goods, No-
tions, Carpets, Rugs, Oil Cloth, Men's I4adies' and Chil-
dren's Shoes as have never before been put on exhibition
_ in this town.
from office WillCiamr
Ryan, a clerk in the office of the Audi-
tor of the Postoftice, and J. 0.S. Colby,
a clerk in the Internal Revenue Bureau.
Ryan got into trouble through running
for Congress. Colby was charged with
running a glutting table. Ryan is an
ardent free siSver advocate. He was a
candidata of that branch of the Demo-
cratit party for Congress from the Thir-
ty-first New York (Rochester) District
last fall.
THE QUEEN OF BEAUTY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW zits]
New York, Feb. 4,2 p. m-Miss Alice
Castleman, the charming daughter of
General and Mrs. John B. Castleman,of
Louisville, Ky., was last night crowned
"Queen of Beauty" by Mr. John Jacob
Astor at the great Charity Ball. This
WU a great compliment to the young
lady, especially when it is remembered
how many beautiful women were pre-
sent, as "society" was out in full force.
Miss Castleman is visiting friends here,
and is exceedingly popular in society.
KILLED IN A FIGHT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Big Gap, Ky., Feb. 4.-2:15 p. m.-
Tom, Abe and Allison Mort, who reside
several miles East of here, are said to
have been killed in a fight last night.
The particulars are not known.
Absolute Perfection in Qualtity and StyTe
Guaranteed.
You may be sure of the latest and best, our stock con-
tains nothing else. You may count on the lowest prices—











Ship Your Tobacco To




They will work V) v)ur interest in semring
the high'-. etmarket price.
,..Our Watch...i
nd Jewelry Repairing






and are always willing to make goon
our guarantee. We do all work left
with us PROMPTLY ann have it ready
when we promise it will be.
of All Kinds Made to Order.
CRAVES & CONDY,
Jewelers,
News Building, Main Street
Z.)w&c(i'SSZ ZWZ.4
LOOK AT THAT DUDE
tC La
-hie clothing is costly enough, tut ire
not in good taste. If he had gone to a
re.Putable tailor, such as
Creme .L4/ 1:etIC
they -would never m isk their well-earned
reputation by nesting a guy of their
patrons. They pour themselves upon
the fat t that a mil is (-hoeing made by
them has the indefinable impress of •
gentleman connect..te w• • h it in elegance









• Bad soda spoils good fl:-.‘_:, . :
: Pur0 soda—the best soda, comes




• , 4.,. g
• 
bearing thls trade mark r,31,-
te
• :
• It costs no more than inferior package sodas
: —nevet spoils the flour—always keeps soft
• Beware of imitation trade marks and lahe's,•
: and insist on packages
2 bearing these words-
ARM AND HAMMER SOIL i• •
• Made only by CHURCH & CO New York. SoLi by grocers every-wilt:, •
•
• Writs for Arne and Hammer Book of valuable Recipes—FREE.
• 4





Corner Iiirginta and Seventh Streets,
Ropkinsvillo. lit-mucky.
Rigs furnished day or night
• 1, 3 
. 0 1%1 GUAItANTEED
TOBACCO
img Ta.1 HABIT U a 16 t,
o'er imtarn 1.1,?Innid :41 • -e Ita power tO destroy tbele. srry
lot Iti. No-to-bac is it,, t., , •atati an tl.e world. Many Kau, • a la 5s-
(Si Etat wealt!m..,•••eat na.ta strong. Tie 'woes end magnet ,C. Just 1ST .7. I au--
La:Fa:c.d. We al.:. t Q1.1 ,t, alert. ;AA we lay. for a cur- Is absolutely ruarantette . • • • • a•-•
eoc,c.:eend l.nir 0005 Dona z.tuolt. Your 1.11e Away ' ter it. • . 5, .Lan and
t rev 6173:1914 Address '111IE 6TPJ111.41Via a.L1111JD Y t.SA. Ckietego es- Mew II era,.
'OLD BY R C. HARDWICK.
.a e
--I-7 71 Seosso°77osos-
Paine's celery compound is the one
remedy that can be Us:listed to make a
person well.
It stops the drain on the nervous sys-
tem; dispels harmful humors from the
blood, and increases its volume and its
nourishing capacity.
Its ability to relieve those ailments
that seem to qe peculiarly the misfor-
tune of women is overwhelmingly prov-
ed by the many testimonials from wo-
men of the highest standing in the
communities where they live.
Its regulating power does away with
-that disheartened feeling."
The aggravated causes of disc rdered
awes 
WHERE CARLISLE WILL LIVE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Feb. 4.-It is stated to-
day by frit nds of Secretary Carlisle that
he has about decided to settle down in
Louisville and practice law after he
leaves the Treasury Department. He
had thought of locating in New York,
but changed his mind some time ago, so
it is said. Cleveland and Olney may
form a partnership and practice law in
New York.
ANOTHER TIP.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 4.-The Frank-
fort tip is that A. T. Wood will be ap-
pointed Senator March 5 and that the
extra session will be called April 2.
Frankfort rumor has it that relations
between Gov. Bradley and John W.
Yerkee are not so cordial as they have
heretofore been.
LI4 , f; r.' ii n riL. L 1%. II L'a
liver and kitineyes mental depression,
hysteria and kindred troubles are re-
cognized and dealt with by Paine's cel-
ery compound, DIIR ratical and scien-
tific manner that embodies the most ad-
vanced medical ideas of this last decade
of the century,
Paine's celery compound strengthens
the stomach whey it is irritable and in-
clined to indigestion, and prevents dys-
pepsia; it reltevbs palpitation of the
heart that resultafrom irregular nerve
supply to that vithl organ and puts new
life into the entire nervous tipster's
Persons in sound health are not con-
tinually rerniuded of their heart, stom-
ach or liver by dietress in these organs.
3
Whenever lim or or pain i ttack the
body there is n question as to the 
,
ur-
gent need of st engthening and restor-
ing the health y Paine's celery com-
pound. Womfie in trying occupations;
not only bousetvives, but ealeswomen,
'
find their health and,
teachere,book- weepers and otherspenned
up fer long lours behind desks and
counters will
strength greatl improved by the use of
Paine's celery Impound.
A soundly n untitled nervous system
and a rich, pure blood simply brought
about by Paincos celery- compound are
the beg bulwark against such diseases
I of debility and impoverishment as rheu-
matism, nears gia, headachis and sleep-
Paine's celery compound
permanently cures &seas.- at •
glance seem so remote f r • r
I as chronic eonstipstion, his - %
nervousness, inquiry into tls s 1
shows that their common t.rIgtx. .-
run-down, exhausted nervous system
and vitiated blood, anti Paine's Cf lery
compound build* up the one and puriat $
and strengthens the other.
ALGER AT CANTON.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Canton, O., Feb. 4.--2 p. m.-Gen.
Russell A. Alger, who has been selected
for the War portfolio is here consulting
with Major McKinley, but the nature
of his bainess is not known positively,
although it is believed that he is here in
the interest of a friend who wants to
become a part of the next Administra-
tiou.
AN ASSIGNMENT.
[tPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 4.-The S. T.
Moore Company, furniture dealers of
this city, made an assignment yester-
day to George E. Redin. Liabilities,
$25,000; meets, $50,000. The company
hopes to continue business.
oZtPAAZdk rZS4iiNd_ f7a SeelrihSe,
Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 4. -Tw o more 6 ,,
snits of $25,000 each have been filed
*
against the L. iSi N. at Birmingham,
Ala., tin account of the Callaba wreck.




[SPECIA TO NEW ERA)
Allensville, Ky.,  Feb. 4.-2 p. m.-
Leone Mansfield,: who resides near here,
was killed this Morning by the accideu..
tal discharge ef ci pistol.
STILL IN PROGRESS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Lexington, Ky,, Feb. 4.-The inves-
tigation at the Eistern Asylum is still
in progress and it is said that important
developments are expected to-day.
A MISI AKE.
[mimed, ro NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 4.-The report
that the Ohio river packet "Buckey e
State" had sunk has proved to be un-
true. The vessel is in excellent condi-
tion.
NATTERS IN VARIETY.
Just try a litc box of Caseate ts, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
made.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. /Jay 18 '96
The best way to cure disease is to
drive it from the system by purifying
the blood with litOod'a Sarsaparilla.
When bilious or costive, eat a Caeca-
ret, candy cathertic, cure guarauteed,
le!, 25c.
Cascarets stimulate liver, kidneys end
bowels. Never sicki n, weaken or gripe.
10c.





leesness. This great invigorator not on-
ly cures these diseases; but lv building
up the system prevents their gaining a
lodgment in the body.
When one hears it confidently di clu-
ed by so many well-know and reprt,ert.
tative men and women everyw her,
pot t.. t kt*
We
Partictila
we do on a watch or
IttrIMITTMI/t/t/111//1/Mr/Mr/Mt/ttrtItt!??//7,totmtm9MMM/Itytmlimmimmrimr%
THE BIG TWO WEEKS CLEAR PINCE SALE I
OP TIT DE.;
Mammoth Clothing andZhu Co-,
--if BEGINNING SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 189i, iiiIR TWO WEEKS.
In order to move out our over-supply of winter goods, we will offer
some of the greatest bargains that has ever been offered on this mar ket
In order to make a long story short we will make a general sweep.
Z11 Every Jacket and Pant in the House
From S2 uu Will be Sold at Half Price.
This is an inducement that is rarely ever offered. All goods are
marked in plain figures, and our prices have been the lowest made in
this town. Our entire stock of Monarch fancy shirts for 99 cents.I
71
Suits, Overcoats. Odd Pants, Hats and Shoes
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,TORY OF AN ENGLISH SAI OR SWAL-
LOWED BY A WHA E.
-
TIte Account Bear* Some Reotsublance to
That In the Bible, Though 4Iarne* Bart-
ley Ws. Not awn Long In the Whale's
Belly as Jonah W osa.
John Townshend of 802 West Seventy-
third street gives; inforinati in that the
story of the sailor. Jallit'S Brtl.v, sup-
posed to have been swallow. ly a whale
and resened -alive, was print al in detail
in The Mercury of South Yariuouth,
England. in October, 1891.
Bartley sailed on the Star of the East
and is supposed to have et with his
adventure in the vicinity o the Falk-
land islands Mr. Townshe d says the
story is a good seaman's y. n, whether
one chooses to believe it or i (it.
According to the story, w ieh is told
in great detail, "the shi sighted a
whale one morning on he starboard
quarter Two boats were nianned, and
in a short time one was hear enough tc
spear the whale, which was an unusu-
ally large one. The fish in. e a terrific
fight. Both boats got spears fastened in
it and were dragged some three miles.
-Finally, when the whale came to
the surface, it managed to atrike one of
the boats with its nose. The boat was
upset. One man was drowhed, and an-
other, named James Bartley, disappear-
ed. It was supposed at the tune that he,
too, had been drowned.
"The whale gave up at last and wax
taken back to the side of the, ship. The
crew went to work' with axe" and spade.
to secure the fat. They worked all day
and a part of the night sad rammed
operations the,next forenoo4. They had
now reached the stomaoll and were
clearing it to hoist it on deck when
they were startled to notice( something
Inside of it which gave spailxiodic signs
of life.
' 'The vast pouch was hoigted to the
deck and cut open, and inside was found
the missing sailor, doubled up and un-
conscious.
“He was laid out on deck and treated
to a bath of sea water, whiela soon re-
vived him, but his mind was not clear.
and he was placed in the captain's quart
ters, where he remained tiro weeks a
raving lunatic. Ile was caretlully treated
by the captain and officers 4f the ship.
and he finally began to get sisession of
his senses. At the end of the third wee;
he had entirely recovered fro,n his shock
and resumed his duties.
"Durbig the brief sojo rn in tle
whale'. belly Bartley's skin, where il
was exposed to the action o the gastri,
juices, underwent a striking change
His face and hands were bleached to a
deathly whiteness and the in was
wrinkled, giving the man he appear
mice of having been parboiled.
"Bartley affirmed that henould prob-
ably have lived inside of lids house of
fietsh until lie starved, for ee lost his
senses through fright and t ot-througli
lack of air. He says that 
he 
remember:
the sensation of being lifted uto the air
by the nose of the whale and of falling
into the water. Then there wasa fears
fnl rushing sound, which 
h i 
believed ti
be the beating of the 
wt
er by th.
whale's tail. I'hen he was e irompassed
by a fearful darkness, and hie felt him
self slipping along a smooth passage of
some sort that seemed to mole and carry
him forward.
"This sensation lasted hatpin instant.
Then be felt that he had More room
He felt about him, and his bands came
in contact with a yielding, slimy sub-
stance tbat seemed to shrie* from his
touch. It finally dawned on him that tit-
hed been swallowed by the 'whale, and
he was overcome with horrol at the sit
nation. He could breathe easely, but tie
heat was terrible. It wag not of a scorch
ing, stiflieg nature, but it seemed to
open the pores of his skin and draw out
his vitality.
"He became very weak and grew sick
at the stomach. He knew that there
wins no hope of escape from pi is strangs
prison. Death stared him n the face,
and be tried to look at it 1:kavely, but
the awful quiet, the fearful darkness,
the horrible knowledge of his environ-
ment and the te,rrible heat fluidly over-
came him, and he must have fainted,
for he next remembered being in the
captain's cabin. I
The Lk-count further silys: "The
health of the man does not seem to have
been affected. He is in 
spleite blessings
spirit,
and apparently enjoys all t 
of life that come in his way. n The whal-ing
captains say they never ew a par:
allel case. They say that it frequently
occurs that men are swallowed by
whales who become infuriated by the
pain of the harpoon and attack the boats.
but they have never known sl man to go
through the ordeal that Bart ey did and
conic out alive."-New Y01 Times.
His Awful Cheek Ditli lt.
It was in the cabinet maker's shop
and a party of strangers werel looking ; .
the different labor saving deuces. tin •
gentleman, very shortsightecl, had tar-!
ried at the bench across the room. 11.-
was examining a circular saW that w:.-
whirling its teeth with liglatninglike
rapidity.
ANsorhedly interested in the piece of
mechanism, his face drew nearer and
nearer to the cruel teeth 
tea4iergy. At
round
and round with remorseless 
this instant his friends turn a4ont. They
see his danger. Inevitably the gap
grows smaller and smaller. 8 llbound,
they are unable to utter a so d. They
cannot endure to see their het ii tofu
and lacerated. Instinctively they shut
their eyes. s
Then comes the awful jar ef the col-
lision. There is a whirling 86.ind and a
crash. A shudder runs threugh them
all. The next instant theyl hear the
Voice of the cabinet maker:
"Of course you will pay folthat saw,
sir?" 
ntTheir friend had escaped injured,
but the saw was shattered-it ad struck
his cheek.
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SALE TO BEGIN FEBRUARY 1ST
And Continucs Through the Entire Month.
41, Too ter( haat never carries over from one season to another any more stock
Clan h aa void. We consider it a duty we owe to our customers s Na 01 as our-
selves co sno wir nothing but
New Up-to-Date Clothing!
With this idea in view, we make it a point to "Clean Out" our stock befo
close of each seasoh. We never make assertions that we can not substantiate.
advertise something we havn't got.
We Don't Expect Profit,
it Cost Not Considered!
the
Nor
We don't hold goods from year to yeae, endeavoring _to get a big profit, as some
merchants do. Col sequently we don't show quite as big stock as they do. W pre-
fer tc sell them the Irst season, even at a loss, and show nothing butnew goods t3 our
- trade. And that i! what we propose to do now. We have gone carefully thr ugh
our stock have
cduccd Priccs From 33i To 50 Pr Cot.
'4) e-Ter 7 grt'cle in our house. We can substantiate his statement if you will giye us
ea, ‘‘.; low we can save you money on
oI INGp FURNISHINGS, HATS, ETC. •or••
p.S2 ,ZZ=="T,
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The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly Reported.
THE LOUISVILLE. MARKET.
Tte following report is furnished ex-
clusively teethe NEW nt.i by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3.659 Mids., with re-
teeipts for the same period of 2,S463 Mids.
Sales on our market since Jan. let
amount to 13,S6S lihds. Sales of the
,rop or 1896 on our market to this date
---amoant to 17,799 hhds.
Receipts were liberal the first of the
week but the extreme cold weather has
checked them and the last two days
they have been very light. Notwith-
standing the severe weather we have
had a full attendance of buyers on the
break and prices for old dark leaf were
frilly as good as the week previous-
possibly a shade stronger. Good lugs
can be sold readily at satisfactory prices,
bat the common, thin, lion deecript lugs
are dull, low and hard to sell. Sales of
new dark for the week 3e hhde. the
quality in the main was very poor and
unsatisfactory.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco,
1895 crop:
Trash . . . . .
Common to medium lugs.
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality
Ce-elemon leaf
..um to good leaf 
Leaf of extra length 
Wrappery styles . 
$100 to 123
1 00 to 154)
2 00 to S54)
300 to 400
4 00 to 550
5 00 to- 7 00
700 to 10 00
LIVE STO4 'R A RKET
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 4.-1897.-Cat-
tle.-The cattle market was active, and
prices were forced uplOse I5c all around.
Butchers sold freely at $3 75l4 10 for
choice, and a few strictly fancy brought
even better figures- Good to extra feed-
ers changed hands at $3 75ei 4 00, and
good to extra stockers at $3 00w 3 ate
Best butcher heifers sold up to f3 65.
Choice butchers and prime feeders were
in greatest demand. The snpply num-
bered &bent 1,100 head of poor quality,
but included some choice butchers.
Trashy stockers were very dull. Ship-
pers and slaughterers cleared the pens.
Calves,-Calf values wete unchanged,
and the limited run was all sold with-
out aeveloping any feature of interest.
The market was steady.
Extra shipping  14 154 1.15
Light IlhIpping  3 7540 4 le
Rest bute uer  a 754 4 II
Pair to good butchers .... . 8C.55 It.)
Common to medium butchers  1 754 2 75
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags  I *14 I 7;
Good to extra oxen   3 ita. 3 hi,
Common to media= oxen  it mei 272
Feeders - 554 4 111,1
Mo.:ken   •50 3 Su
Bulls 2 ore 300
Veal calves .. . 2 504 5 Ilk,
Choice ntileh cows .
Fair to good mulch cows   1344.5425 Iii
Hogs. -Receipts of hog were about
7,500 head of fair quality, and consist-
ed largely of light weights. 3 he mar-
ket was Sc higher than on Saturday.
Heavies and mediums were in good re-
quest at $3 50, and lights were dull at
$3 10ss 3 40. The receipts were increased
by several hundreti head of pigs carried
over. Good clearance of all the heavier
weights was made,bct some lights went
unsold.
Choice pickle g and butchers, ZS
ESC 30
&Ye to goo.d peeking. . te. Se 25ata
Good to extra light. leo to ISOM .. (43244
Fat shoats. 15) to iku th .  . I Su5)58 441
Fat shoals. to 1244 IS  S 1141.3 II
houghs, 130 to SA/ lb  2 5442 s5
iitockers ..... 2 sues 75
Sheep and Lambs.-The sheep and
lamb market was steady and unchanged
under light receipts of fair quality and
moderate inquiry from shippers for the
sheep, aud from butchers for the lambs
The yards were cleared. Extra geod
stock would, so commissioa men say,
sell above quotations.
Fair to good ..... 2 Obit2 50
Common to medium  1 fisar
Bucks  I 5042 Vi
Extra lambs ............. - 3 71•41
Fair to good  3 2.7,03 511
Medium butcher lambs .   2 f4.4.3 00
Tall ends or culls ... .....
SOME EXPORTS.
Cattle exports from this country dur-
ing 1896 were 369,202 head, against 271,-
629 head for 1595. Live hog exports in
1896 were 600 has than in 1895 and 26,-
999,1513 pounds of butter, as compared
with 13,925,097 pounds in 1893.
LIVE STOCK INDUSTRY.
The annual investigation of the "Or-
ange Judd Farmer" indicates that the
turning point in the long and serious
depression in the live stock industry has
been passed. Between 1e93 and 1896
the depreciation in this form of rural
svealth amounted to $623,000,000, or 25
r cent., but the returns this year, for
the first time since the decline began,
show an increase in aggregate value
during the 12 months. Th3 net gain is
$27 000,000, the total value of all classes
of farm animate being $1,887,000,000.
But for a further decline in values of
homes the showing for the year would
have been much more gratifying.
CHURCH HILL GRANO*
The following new officers of Church
Hill Grange were installed at the last
meeting:
J. W. Riley, Worthy Master.
R. C. Gary, Worthy Overseer.
J. A. Browning, Worthy Lecturer.
J. W. Lander, Worthy Steward.
J, H. Adams, W. Amt. Steward.
J. M. Adams. Worthy Treasurer.
U. B. King, Worthy Secretary.
J. M. Gary, Worthy Gate-Keeper.
Mies Lizzi Owen, Pomona.
Mn. W. S. Pierce, Ceres.
Miss Georgia Gregory, Flora.
Miss Mattie Sue Browning, Lady
Asa Steward.
Miss Carrie King. Librarian.
J. R. Candle, Business Agent.
WALKER MASON WANTED WINE.
Knocked Aged Larkin Harried Down
and Robbed Him of Much
Grape Juice.
Walker Mason planned a series of
burglaries, but he found himself in jail
before he could put his plans into exe-
cution.
Mason has been working on the farm
of Mr Larkin Harried, a well-known
farmer and aged citizen, whose dwell-
ing ia about four miles from the city on
the Russellville road. Shortly after
twelve o'clock Monday night the little
grand-daughter of Mr. Hemel heard a
suspicious noise. She awakened Mr.
Harmed and told him that somebody
was trying to break into the cellar. The
old gentleman, who is feeble from old
A w a rded




MUST PERrE(_, I MAt./E.
A 1.1re ,ripe Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
lees Ammonia. A hIrn or any other adulterant
40 TIMIS nil .$TAIMAKDe.„
, a..
age, hobbled to the door of Ole cellar
where he met Mason, who wah just pre-
paring to leave the house will' eight or
ten gallons of wine. Ile knioc. ked Mr.
Tillers 
Earned down and succeeded in making
his escape. Au hoar or twei later he
was capturned by a farm hand who
took hau to the Harnect residence, whsre
I he was kept until rum. moraing, when
Mr. John Harnett brought him to town
and turned him over to the proper of-
ficers.
When Mason was searched at the jail,
keys to a number of houses in the neigh-
borhood where he lived were found in
his socks. It was evidently his inten-
tion to burglarize several Wises that
night.
 . •••••• 
A FEW CELESTIAL N4TES.
Interesting Facts About the Heavens
During February.
Mercury is a morning star, reaching
its greatest elougatiou West 4f the sun,
26 deg. 25 meou February 15.
Venus shines with queenly splendor
as evening star, crossing the meriden
today at 3 p. m. and settMg at 9:10
p. m. It will be in conjunction with
the moon at 4 :43 p. m. on February 5,
being' only) deg. 48m South of the
moon, which will be in the crescent
phase. This will be a most eechanting
celestial picture.
Mars is also an evening star, high up
in the ear$y hours, in the cocistellation
Taurus. It will be in conjunction with
the moon on the afternoon of1F'ebruary
11, but to early for a good valw.
Jupiter will be a morning shar until
February 23, as Saturn and Udanus will
be, while Neptune will be an evening
star; but, the last named plimets will
offer to astronomers only anything of
special interest.
The enormous sun-spot visibte in Jan-
uary will continue to be visi9e during
this month, though not as diseinct as at
first.
The moon passed across the clisc of the
sun yesterday. but the eclipse! was not
visible in the Northern part off the Uni-
ted States. South of a line drawn from
Boston to Lower California, iwas par-








The following item appeared in Mon-
day afternoon's Clarksville Times:
•ekt Cobb's boarding house on Main
street • this morning at eight o'clock,
'Squire S. A. Caldwell officiating, How-
ell Cobb and Miss Mary Van Hazen, of
Hopkinsville, were married. ;
The couple eloped from their borne
driv,ng through to Clarksvide. • The
Times wishes them happiness and pros-
perity."
Shady Glen Stories.
Will you allow a little girl pace to
add a few items to the columna of your
valuablepaper?
Quite an interesting prayer: meeting
is in progress at the Christian elitrch.
Bro. W. H. Moore will serve as pastor
of Ford's Chapel again this year.
Miss Henderson, of the Antioch
neighborhood, his lately been the guest
of Mr. J. W. Underwood.
Miss Eva Underwood, of Poi], is go-
ing to Sinking Fork to attend achool in
the near future. We are very- sorry to
lose Mies Eva from our midst even for a
short time. One heart especially will
be very much saddened when she is
gone.
Miss Annie McCord has beete visiting
Miss Eva Underwood the r est few days.
Quite an accident happened to a lady
in the adjoining neighborhoOd some
days ago. Sheerunning out to the
bell very suddenly, jerked the bell
handle off. It fell some distance and
knocked her teeth one( uot false either.)
Mize Kate Clark contemplate* begin-
ning school at Dogwood in a fear weeks
Miacener.
A TOWN NEARLY LOST.
Destructive Fire Visteld Gra-
cey Wednesday.
BUILDINGS BURNED.
General Merchandise Store of McGehee
Broseand Wall' s Establishments
Destroyed.
The little town of Gracey came near
being licked from the face of the earth
Wednesday afternoon. •
The extent of the fire, which was
briefly mentioned in Wednesday's New
ERA was far larger than was at first re-
ported.
The heaviest losers are McGaheeBros.
and B. J. Wall dr Co.
The fire originated in the roof of Mc-
Gehee Bros' general store and Was acci-
dently discovered by a negro, Who was
under the house looking for apiece of
money which had been dropped through
a crack in the floor. Being an close
proximity to the fine he heard the roar-
ing of the fire. He gave the alarm and
the persons in the store, wao were
wholly unaware that a fire was raging
above their heads, made an effort to
save the building, but were powerless
to do so owing to the headway that the
flames had made. Only one iow-case
of goods was saved.
The grocery and saloon of Bt J.Wall,
opposite the McGehee buildink caught
from the sparks. Fortunately; for Mr.
Wall, for he had no ineurance,i he had
sufficient time to save nearly all of his
stocks. 1
The only thing that prevented the
whole town from being burneid up was
the fire wall of a brick buildings which
Was occupied we a butcher shep, adja-
cent the McGehee store. ThM kept the
flames from spreading to the frame
houses in which were the drug store of
R. H. Cowherd and the general mer-
chandiee store of R. S. Pool, the post-
master. Had these caught the village
undoubtedly have been deatroyed as it
was without fire protection, ad the pipes*
to the large tank near the I. A. T. rail-
road were broken.
It has been found impossibke to Gwen-
rately estimate the loss, as wires be-
tween here and Gracey are dawn. Mr.
M. McGehee, of Clarksville, a brother
of the manager of the (iracery. house,
said that the burned building was in-
sured for $1,000. He did not know eith-
er the value of the lost st4k or the
amount of insurance on it. I"was cer-
tainly worth several thonsandldollars.
The building in which Walls' store
was located belonged to "Pardon" Bing-
ham. Mr. Wall has moved Os stock in
the brick building which wisii used as a
butcher shop and restauran
ASK $25.000 FOR LIBEL Officially Announced.The "As You Like It (lab" will give'
two dramas on next Tuesday, Feb. 9,
!at the Opera House. The proceeds will
' be given to the Library Association.
Merchants Insurance Co., of Admission will be 35 cents for reserved What the Inspector's Inves-
seats.




Mr. Jelin W. Walker and Miss Willie
Wooly, a well-known North Christian
BUCKNER. couple, will be married Sunday after.
noon at three o'clock at the residence of
I the bride near Crofton. 'Squire GeorgeH. Myers will perform the ceremony.
A Letter Accusing the HopkInsville Firm of -..... see--
E. M. Flack Elected.
Being ••flobbert- Caused the Suit.
Through their attorneys the firm of
Buckner & Co, composed of S. 0. and
Frank Buckner, prominent citizens,
have filsd suit against the Merchants
Insurance Company, of Newark. N. J.,
for /25,000, alleging libel.
The cause of the snit comes from the
following letter written to J. S. Moore,
Secretary of the local Board of Under-
writers by the manager of theMerchants
Co.:
"We feel that the firm of Buckner &
Co., are withholding money they col-
lectsd, belonging to this company, and
that the criminal laws provide for their
action e We have demand-
ed for this outrage a fnll and complete
spoil:wee a remission and payment of all
fines collected or imposed for any act
of this company or its representatives,
the payment by Buckner & Co., of
$22.50. the amount they robbed from the
company's funds in their possession, on
a false claim for commission on busi-
ness that they did not transact, and an
unanimous invitation to join the
Board."
The story of the trouble 's as follows:
Buckner & Co., were the authorized
agents for Hopkinsville and vicinity of
the Merchants Company. A special
agent of the Merchants Company in-
sured, in New York, Hotel Latham, of
this city, for $5,000. Buckner & ('o.,
claim that this special agent not only
cut rates but had no right to invade the
local firm's territory.
When Buckner & Co., made a settle-
ment with the Merchants Company they
withheld $2230, the amount of their
regular commission, had they insured
the hotel and which they claim to right-
fully belonged to them. The Newark
Company registered a kick, and consid-
siderable correspondence ensued and
Buckner & Co., surrendered the agency.
Suit for the $22 50 was brought by the
Merchants against Buckner & Co., in
the Quarterly Court and the plaintiffs
lost.
Owing to the action of the Newark
Company and its treatment of Buckner
& Co. certain disabilities were put upon
it by the local Board of Underwriters,
and Mercer dr Co.,who succeeded Buck-
ner & as agents of the company,
was fined for represent ng that firm.
Then the Merchants Insurance Com-
pany's manager, R. H. Garrique, wrote
the above mentioned letter to Mr.
Moore.
• • - -
Died Tuesday Morning.
News reached the city Tuesday
of the death of Mr. Hodgine Page, a
prosperous farmer who lives in Chris-
tian county, on the Butler road. He
had been seriously ill several weeks. He
was sixty nine years old.
Ground Hog Day.
The ground hog saw his shadow Tues-
day, so we'll have bad weather for forty
days.
'Squire Tom Barker telephoned to the
NEW ERA from Kennedy that afternoon
that Wash Willis had killed that morn-
ing on the creek bank a ground hog
which weighed twenty-one pounds.
Snit for False Arrest.
Strother Fields has filed suit for false
arrest against J. W. Riley, claiming
$500 damages.
Sometime ago, Mr. Riley, who is a
well-known South Christian farmer,
charged Fields with stealing a hog and
had him arrested. When the case was
tried in the county court, it was dis-
missed for want of evidence.
•
An Entertainment.
The Mimes Green, assisted by Miss
Swipe Mason, of The Square, will en-
tertain a number of friends this
night at the residence of Mr. George V.
Green.
A Small Wreck.
A small freight wreck happened a
few miles South of Nortonsville this
morning. It delayed the early mail
train at out two hours. A brakeman
jumped from the train but was not
hurt. The company's loss is small.
Low or High Bawls.
Mr. Walter Williams will have an
opportunity now to exercise his excel-
lent experience as an umpire and get
himself in trim for the ensuing season.
Certainly his judgement on bawls can-
not be questioned. A bouncing twelve
pound baby arrived at his home last
Trenton Couple Married.
A prominent and popular Trenton,
Ky., couple were married at the Arling-
ton Hotel Wednesday, the Rev. A. N
Conch officiating, says the Clarksville
Times. The groom was W. Hood Mil-
ler and the bride Miss Dickerson. He is
a well-known and generally respected
citizen and she is a pretty and popular
belle. This was not an elopement but
the young people are understood to have
preferred a quiet wedding away from
home.
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is more acceptable to them.
Children enjoy it and it benefits them.
The true remedy, Syrup of Figs, is
manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company only.
Wee
Induced by the use of coca, opiate or nar-
cotic compounds is bed, decidedly bad.
They undermine health and shatter the
constitution •nd the patient is steadily
growing into • worse condition - often
resulting in the terrible slavery and
misery of the cocaine and opium habit.
Sleep induced by the use of Hood's Sarsa-
parilla does not perhaps come as quickly,
but it comes more surely and more per-
manently through nature's great restor-
ing and rejuvenating channel -purified,
vitalized and enriched blood. This feeds
the nerves with life-giving energy and
builds up the system and constitution
from the very foundation of all health
and life-the blood-pure, rich, red blood.
00
Sarsaparilla
Lathe One True Blood Purifier. All druggists. $1.
cure liver ills, easy take,
11100d's Pills easy to operate. seems.
Mr. George V. Green Tuesday re-
signed his position as president of the
Hopkinsville Tobacco Manufacturing
Company. The resignation was accept-
ed by the Board of Directors. Mr. E.
M. Flack was elected to succeed Mr.
Green.
Read It Carefully.
Elsewhere in this issue of the NEW
ERA can be found the advertisement of
Messrs. Ragsdale, Cooper dr Co., the
hustling Main street warehousemen of
this city, who are known all over this
part of Kentucky and Northern Tennes-
see to be among the most progressive
and wide-awake tobacco commission
merchants anywhere. They pay close
attention to their business, and that's
why they are always successful in get-
ting the best possible prices for tobocco
placed in their hands for sale. Read
their advertisement.
A Delightful Meeting.
The meeting of the Idlers held Tues.
night with Miss Kate Harrison at
Bethel Female eillege was ene of the
pleasantest that has been held by the
society. A program of unusual inter-
est, the features of which were Mr.
Crockett's paper on "The Writers of
the Elizabethian Period," Mr. Moore's
"Spanish Arkmada," Mr. Harrison's
"Historical Stretches," and Miss Harri-
son's piano music. Owing to the fact
that a number. of the members would
not be able to be present at the next
regular meeting night, Monday, the ap-
proaching session will be held next
Wednesday night with Miss Georgia
Flack.
e
State Y. N. C. A. Meeting.
Arrangements are already being made
for the annual State meeting of the Y.
M. C. A. of Kentucky, which is to be
held in February 14-21, inclusive. Some
three hundred delegates are expected
from the different organizations of the
State. A very attractive program ham
been arranged. Some of the speakers
will be Rev. Carter Helm Jones, D. D.,
and Prof. William H. Marquess, D. D.,
of Loaisville; Hon. Richard P. Ernst,
of Covington, and others equally well-
known. The railroads have granted
one-fare for the round trip. Young
men from towns having no association
will be welcomed as honorary delegates
if they bring credentials from their pas-
tors.
For Circuit Judge.
Elsewhere in this issue of the NEW
ERA appears the announcement of Mr.
John Phelps, of this city, as a candidate
for the office of Circuit Judge of this
district.
Mr. Phelps' qualification for the office
are too well- and too generally known
in Christian and the adjoining counties
to make it necessary for us to assure the
people of his eminent fitness for the
position. Not only has he been a prac-
ticing lawyer for many years, but dur-
ing that time he has on many occasions
been called upon to preside over the
Circuit Court in this county, and he has
always given entire satisfaction in eith-
er capacity-as an attorney or a judge-
and the people, having in that way had
an opportunity to test his qualifications
for the bench, know that they would
not be making an experiment in electing
him, as is the case in choosing a man
who has not had any experience. He
has always been a close student of his
profession and is regarded as one of the
best read :lawyers in the district. On
the bench he is courteous to everybody
and always fair, impartial in his rul-
ings.
As Mr. Phelps has been a Demos-art
all his life. has always believed in the
right of the majority to rule an) when
that majority is spoken has always
hewed to its will, he now submits his
candidacy to the party's action. If Mr.
Phelps is elected the people of the dis-
trict can rest assured that they will have
a Circuit Court that will compare with
any in the State.
Ground Hog Day.
Tuesday was ground hog day. The
sun put in its appearance at noon; so
did the ground hog. Therefore we
shall have much bad weather for forty
days.
This superstition, if such it be, is all
old one. It has obtained in some form
in all parts of Europe for centuries, and
probably when the Faience of meteorol-
ogy has been better mastered than it is
now some substantial reason may be
found for the long prevalence of the
idea.
In the ecclesiastical calendar the 20
(lay of February is the feast of the puri-
fication of the Virgin, commonly called
eandlemas. It had an older heathen
observance, being celebrated by the
Romans in honor of the goddess Februa
-the mother of Mars.
The tradition that a line candlemas
portends a severe winter has existed in
most parts of Europe for how long no
one can tell, but references to it are
found as far back as there is any litera-
ture of the modern European languages.
In Scotland this popular belief has been
formulated in a canny rhyme as fol-
lows:
"If candlepins lw fair and clear,
There'llie' (we winiera In the 3-ear."
How the ground hog got into the
story doesn't appear from what can be
learned about the superstition attach-
ing to the day in Europe. His interpo-
lation appears to have been purely
American. The pioneer settlers of this
country were close observers of the
habits of animals, and probably in this
manner the addendum was made to the
old legend that on this day the hyber-
nating little quadruped came forth to
investigate the state of the weather and
make prognostications.
  --Nes a
New arrival of up-to-date neckwear.
See show window at C,ox & Boulware.
PERSOPTALIOINTS.
Mr. Albert McGee, of Gracey, was in
town Wednesday.
••••••
Miss Pattie Flack returned from
Cadiz at noon Wed., accompanied by
Miss Frances Thompson, who will be
her guest.
Master Roy Summers and sister, bliss
Bessie Jewell Summers, of the Hiseville
country, who have been attending
school at Hopkinsville for the past six
months, returned home a few days
since -Glasgow Times.
Mr. William Sizemore, of Crofton,
was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. 0. F. McIntire, of Kirkmansville,
was in the city this week.
Miss Inez Carter, of Allensville, is vis-
iting friends in the city this week.
Miss Anna Gaines who has been visit-
ing Miss Fannie Wash, of Wallonia, for
some time returned home Tuesday.
Miss Willie Radford went to Lake
Weir, Fla., Tuesday where she will
remain several weeks with her brother,
Mr. James A. Radford.
Master James Bell, of Bell's Chapel,
who has been visiting in the city for
several days returned home Wednesday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Grahana en-
tertained u party of friends on Friday





The Complaints. Plaits In Nature. do Not Re
flat on the Doctor's Ability or Character.
Tho following editorial was printed
1 in Weenssaay ate rn ona Lonievilas
Evening Post:
"1 he Evening Post publishes to-day
another chapter in the history of our
charitable institutions, to which we in-
vite the careful consideratfon of every
true Kentuckian.
"The Hopkinsville asylum has been
the I ride of the State. Dr. Rodman
gave it a reputation unsurpassed by u
similer institution anywhere.
"A little mere than a year ago Gov.
Bradley appointed Dr. Letcher Superin-
tendent.
"Dr. Letcher is well-known through-
out the State. His course has won for
him the confidence of the people of
Hopkinsville, as his private life secured
him the respect of his fello*-citizens of
Henderson.
"Dr. Letcher is not a politician, but a
physician, more impressed by his re-
sponsibility to the unfortunate under
his charge than by hie obligations to
the spoils-hunters of his own party.
"But the Superintendent has little
real power. His principal subordinates
are not appointed by him, and cannot
be removed by him. Constant friction
inevitably arises, increased by the in-
satiable greed for patronage on the part
of politicians, and by a thirst for office
on the part of men who cannot find em-
ployment on their own merit.
'.The result is shown in the story told
to-day concerning the Hopkinsville
Asylum-insubordination, inefficiency
and general demoralization, with the
promise that the efficient Superinten-
dent is to be removed to gratify the
clamors of his subordinateseand to make
way for a man who has a keen sense of
obligation to spoils-hunters."
The report of Inspector and Examiner
Lester in the Western Kentucky Luna-
tic Asylum is in the hands of the Gov:
ernnr, and although the Governor will
not give it out to the public Lester him"
self has stated that he has recommend-
ed the removal of the Superintendent,
Dr. Ben Letcher. As to what the Gov-
ernor *ill do in the case time alone will
tell, but it is believed that the doctor
will have to make room for a more ar-
dent Bradley ite. The hungry horde
still clamors for the spoils of office and
appointments are growing scarce.
No matter what steps the Governor
may take in this matter, it will have no
effect on the esteem with which Dr.
Letcher is regarded, and be the charges-
what they may, the people who know
and love this honorable Kentucky geu-
tlemen will refsase to believe them.
This cage bears out the repeated state-
meet in the Evening Post that the con-
ditions at the asylum are due not to
mismanagement so much as to insubor-
dination, caused by the appointment by
the Governor of underlings who are in-
imiceble to the management.
etas
A BIT OF HISTORY.
A bit of history of the examination
mates at Hopkiusville by the Inspector
will be of interest at this times. It seems
from information gained by our Hop-
kiusville representative that the ap-
poiutinent and subsequent discharge by
Dr. ',etcher of Miss Cromwell was the
divining wedge which opened the breach
at the institution. This lady, a Demo-
crat, was appointed matron of the asy-
lum by the Superintendent, and the ac-
tion did not meet the approval of Repub-
lican spoils hunt-en, and an attack was
soon made on Dr. Le.tcher. Repent;
were sent to Frankfort of gross irregu-
larities and improper acts at the asylum.
Upon these charges Mr. Lester went
to Hopkinsville. He arrived at U :30
and notified no one of Ids coming or ar-
rival, though it was believed that he
would follow the scurrilous charges
which hal gone to Frankfort. For two
days he prosecuted his work alone, and
Or. Letcher, discovering the animus of
the investigation, selected the Hon.
Hunter Wood to represent him as attor-
ney. There followed ten days of the
most peculiar practices that ever dis-
graced an official investigation. Ellf-
nines of the Superintendent were called
up and quizzed and every frivolous
charge brought out by leading questious
on the part of the Inspector, who was
aided during the whole time by the
presence of Drs. Miller and Houser.
No specific charges were ever made
against the Superintendent by any sub-
ordinate, but the assistant physicians.
Drs. Miller and Houser, "complained"
that the Superintendent. ignored them,
especially Dr. Miller, in his official con-
duct toward them. The etidence on
this subject consisted of general state-
ments and inferences chiefly, but it did
appear that on one occasion, soon after
Or. Miller came to the institution, that
Dr. Letcher did in his presence say to
Dr. Houser, the second assistant, that
he wanted her to watch over and see
that things went right while he was
away for a time. He explained that he
did this because the lady was familiar
with the government of the institution
and that he said it with no intention of
offending or ignoring Miller, but it an-
gered Miller just the same, but he said
nothing at the time.
AS TO PATIENTS' TREATMETT.
On one or two occasions one or both












(Mr bane when three weeks 011 wax *id)y :d-
eleted eat!) El.l1.111a tier •rnts. heck. 1,1.,
and nearly ever,' )'')l In 1,_v isvly WM raw amt
(deeding when vie conclinlei to try Ct'llet'EA
We legal) with (rT1(111A (oint-
ment) and Crocrtia *MP. and I ter /het
ago beanon we could MW g change, Afar we 1.,,1
wed them one week some of (hear,-'. had hi alt .1
entireh, awl C111441 10 spread. In ksa than a
matte she was fn e from scales and 1.1endshes, and
to-day has as lovely skin and hale as any child
Phe was shown at the Orange Fan. and took
premium u theiarttieat baby, over sinteen others
Mae l'attn.1009111441selee Ave.. Kan. City.
Sold seerywlaara. Pons* Dave a Caastioar,liceise.
•
One of the Few
certainties in treating disease is coun-
ter irritation -the effect, usually, of
plastere. But Joamsores Belladonna
Plaster is more that a mere excitant
of the skin; it relieves and cures alai,
by the absorption of its, medicinal
properties. Hence the stirenesa and
thoroughness of the relief it gives.
There are other good plasters, but
this is the beat. And the best is
%hat we want. The genuine bears
the Bed Crows. Look for it.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON,




Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and heathfulness. A mune the
food r-ge'nst elum and all forms of adul-
teration common to the cheap brands.
ROY at ; 150 POW DER CO., Nee :I York
— —
a ti lied mistreated patients in the
ward, and that Dr. Leteher did not
correct or punish them for it. The evi-
dence showed, however, that these al-
leged cases were lint reported to the Su-
perintendent at all until !several weeks
after their occurrence, the assistants ex-
cusing ehemselves in their testimony by
saying that they know from experience
that the doctor would pay no attention
to them.
How ever, the proof shows that Mime-
diatea- !won acing informed of them he
investiguted them tin roughly, and they
appeared to groundless' or of a trivet'
nature.
5.5.:
The Post here devote:. considerable
spare to the 'possum party, Miller's
aversion to Franks, Dr. Rodman's horse
arid nth( r Merles that have been minted
in the NEW ERA.
ff.*
PRI.TaTE CHAR aCIER ABOVE RFPROACH.
During the taking of evidence a lady
whose husband had been discharged
from the asylum attempted to intimate
that Dr. Letcher and one of the female
attendants had been guilty of immoral
conduct. She said thatahe saw- the doc-
tor take the attendant for a buggy ride
at dusk, and that the next time she saw
the attendant was at 9 o'clock in the
dance hall. The evidence was clearly
disproved by Drs. Miller and Hauser,
enemies to the Superintendent, and the
attempt to blacken the doctor's private
charae ter fell fiat.
**is
71IE BOARD APPROVES HIM.
In December, during the holidays, the
Board of Managers of the institution
made their senii-annual visit, and in
January the committee, consisting of
the Chairman and one other, made
their monthly visit and examination.
In both instances they found, after a
thorciegh examination, as reported by
thew. teat the institution was ill good
order and the management satisfactory.
The who:e board, with, perhaps, one or
two exceptions, have individually and
as a body indorsed Dr. ',etcher, and FO
notified the Governor. The Mayor and
Common Council of the city of Hop-
kinsville, with perhaps one exception,
have done the same. Every Republican
officer, from the Circuit Judge -down,
includieg the members of the Legisla-
ture, have also indorseel him. Many
promineot citizens, bankers, merchants,
lawyers ano °there of all 1.arties, not
only in Hopkinsville, but throughout
that Ceiegreesionalastrict, especially in
Owensboro and Henderson, have testi-
fied to his character, his eminent ability
as a physician and as a Christian gen-
tleman.
The underhand, peculiar investigat-
ing practices of the Inspector and his
superiors have been universally con-
damnee as partial, prejudiced and more
of a persecution than a judicial investi-
gation.
The charges above are the gravest of
the ninny puerile and trifhtig matters
brougi.t out by the investigation, and
show a het grounes there are for the
reconanendation for the removal of the
Sepenetendent.-Louisville Post.
Morrison Will Come Here
Evungelhd H. C. Morri:4in, who has
been expelled from the Kentucky . E.
Conferenee, is hooked to Loud a meeting
in this city in April.
Seeds for Distributions
Agricultural Commissioner Moore has
closed is contract with Landreth & Sons
for $600 worth of garden seeds to be dis-
tributed by his department. He says
that he has saved $150 on seeds this year
and thinks he will be a second Sterling
Morton before his term of office expires.
NOTICE:
All persons hu.ldilg elaims against B.
D. Gaffey, deceased, are hereby mei-
tied to file the m with me proven amid
verified as required by law, on or Mere
the thee of June 1897.
Jar, 13. '97. C. H. Pren,
49d2t ,v4t Adrian of B. D. G'riffey.
Night.
Mr. Milton Homer McGrew, and Miss
Lon Eva Wood were joined in piatri-
mony Let evening at the resid Ace of
the bride in the Sinking Fork vicinity.
A small company of relatives. and close
friends witieessed the ceremony which
was impressively pronounced by the
Rev. J. U. Similar, Sr.
The bride is a taleeted and attractive
young hely and a member of a promi-
nent Christian county family. Mr. Mc-




derful Half Price Sale
on ladies' wraps and
men's and boys' cloth-
ing this week.
Sam Frankel is show-
ing all the latest novelt
ties in laces, embroid-
eries and new wash
goods for spring.
LAND FOR SALE!
211 acres of land 312 miles from Hop-
kinsville, lying between the Nashville
road and L. &.N. R. R. This is good
land, well watered, with 35 acres of fine
timber, and runs up to Caisky station.
Also a nice house and lot adjoining the
above land, if desired. Apply to
HUNTER .WOOD,
detwat Hopkinsville, Ky.
New spring goods ar-




percales and white ma-
terials.
City Property For Sale.
A house and lot on Ninth street. Hop-
kinsville, Ky., beautifully situated, lot
conta:ne three arress of ground. The
house is a two-story frame dwelling,
containing time rooms, in excellent re•
pair, also a two room cabin and other
out houses on place. Price $3,200. Ap-
ply to Iluserait Worm,
tf d&w Hopkinsville, Ky.
Special prices this
week on heavy under-
wear at Sam Frankel's.
New style of gent's
negligee shirts at Sam
Frankel's.
Sam Frankel is show-
ing new spring goods.
Special bargains in
lace curtains this week
Oam Frankel's,
'IN TOWNS NEAR HERE.
Short Accounts of Interest-
ing Matters.
NEIGHBORHOOD NEWS.
Kelly- Clarksville- Ellefon Auburn - Midi.
sonvIlle. and Other Places. gr
KEIJA STATit;-John Connors, fire-
Inan on the L. N. fast mail, was
struck on the head by the mail catcher
while passing Kelley's station.
He was probably fatally injured.
CLAResoteLE.Ia-Capt. T. H. Hyman,
for over a quarter of a century a lead-
ing auctioneer On the Clarksville tobac-
co market, died yesterday at Lake
Weir, Fla. He.was a native of Louis-
ville, aged fiftyenine.
ELKTON.-Elkitoil can justly lay claim
to one of the oldest Masonic Lodges in
Kentucky. The charter of old Vesper
Lodge was granted in 1821, when Henry
Clay was grand 'winter of Kentucky.
The document is now in the archives of
the lodge room and is most highly priz-
ed. The charter was issued by Deputy
Grand Master David Graham Cowan,
with the following brethren at the sta-
tions: John S. Robson, W. M. ; Willis
L. Reeves, S. W; Jacob Baird, J. W
The senior warden above mentioned
was the father of W. L Reeves, present
Circuit Judge of this district, says the
Progress.
HOWLIN (1 GREEN --A corporatism
--
known as the Globe Fine Stoca Record
has been organized at Alvnton, Warren
county, with Lee Kirby, President, John
Lannon, Treasurer and Hngh Larmon,
Secretary. The capital stock is e1,000.
The purpose of the corporation is the
registering of fine stock.
HeenensoN.--4The large dry goods
firm of S. and E. Oberdorfer at Hender-
son a hose store was partially destroyed
by fire a short time ago made an assign-
ment yesterday to Mr. Henry 13aldauf.
The announcement created a decided
sensation in bueiness circles. The as-
signee could not be found yesterday af-
ternoon, but hit nephew, Mr. Julian
Baldauf, stated that the immediate
cause of the failure was the fact that
certain creditors had attached their in-
surance at Cincinnati and the firm con-
cluded, in order, that all creditors might
shire alike, to make a genetal assign-
ment. The fine has a large branch
house at Owen@boro. No schedule of
liabilities or assets yet filed.
The firm had teen in baseness in Hen-
derson fifty years.
Sick poison isia poison which maks+
- - e
you sick. It manes from the stomach.
The stomach makes it out of undigest-
ed food.
The blood gets it and taints the whole
body with it. That's the way of it.
The way to bOrid of it is to look after
your digestion.
If your food Mall properly digested,
there will be noae left in the stomach
to make si sk poison out of.
If your stomach is too weak to see to
this properly by: itself, help it along
with a few closet of Shaker Digestive
CoTrelh
.s the curi3 of it.
Shaker DigestiveCordial is a delicious,
healthful, tonic Cordial, made of pure
medicinal plants'. herbs and wine.
It positively cures indigestion and
prevents the formation of sick-poison.
At druggiets. Trial bottles ten cents.
Lea. of Appetite and Weakness.
Nallton, Ky., '4an. 9, 1897.-"My fa-
ther has taken Hood's Sarsaparilla and
has found it the i best medicine for im-
pure blood that he has ever used. He
has teen tmublert with loss of appetite
and weakness, }ind has tried Hood's
Sarsaparilla at several different times,
and it has done him so much good that
he believes it to be unequaled.
Mite. F. E. ARNETT.
Hood's Pills act harmoniously with
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
A nnouncements.
We are authoriir to announce
JO N PHELPS
ate candidate for the office of Circuit Judg
of this indicts' district. Subject to the ac-
tion of the itemoctatte party.
We are authorli to announce
J. T. IANHERY
it candidate fok the office of Common-
wealth's Attorneyi subject to the action of
the Democratic conventions.
We are nut honied to announce
M it. JoilN P. PROWSE
as candidate for tke °Rice of County Clerk




Ladies and Childrens Chenile Facinators 10C.
nvirrivrte, Nor wrivrsirrivi
1: When We Offer Big
Le Values We Give 1
Them,
HERE THEY ARE! 4
10-4 Grey 3lankets  39c ,g
Better quietity white and grey 11
} blankets . ; . 70c to r2 75 pair 4
Full size cdmforts, 46c to $3 00 4
alLA11.4161 leklaILlek lfh lea Ali iftuaaaaosilk
Ladies heavy black fleeced lined hose - - 90
—SAVE MONEY NOW— rr
ng Prices.
Heating S ves... $1 60 to $15
It We true to save anyone
a that buys a stove of us this
week 25 to150%. f3toves UV SIT -
t ered and sat up FREE.
Stoves at Next-to- 1
1
Noth
111,41• Arr ler Warlerlir Jac',
A Your money is only or, depotit
here until you are tboroughla
to setts n $•i
1 Lot ;',1;,",;:`:,Zilf.;cfrbOc
1 10...1%4'hoes th • f•Ok lo
.wdles and ruittbesr7Kr.
1, Lotreid: price it .7411n• hPft iii
--TRY 1
sh,es see ed fro-. • her. the, rip
At the sr rewci an: c•reTuilrhuyl-
-
nreiu HopkinsvIl.e add daily be
tumid shopping at our store.
fliscellaneous.
2,41, pins lc, 100 mate nes le, 2 Maga
h pins lc, I card toalks sad ryes lc
good sewing needles lc, 1 box
blacking lc, 1 box carpet tacks it
12 sheet* aote pope, 1r *envelopsL.
- e --
People who don't care to waste their money
usually trade here.
BIG Store. THE RACKETJ.H.Kmaler owher,
”17TIMMIrrttrttIMM1,11111 Ittirtrillffittifttrt fttft!fflifft?!
71NILIED•.....
OUR GREAT OFF SALE WILL
BE CONTINUED THROUGH-
OUT NEXT WEEK.
On our entire stock of Clothing; on ail Men's
Furnishings, except a few staples; all Hats; all
Boots, 'and all Stacy, Adams & Co's Shoes. and
many Other Lines of hoes.
The extreme cold veather has kept *any of
our friends away fro our sale and we continue it
in order that all may get the benefit of the bar-
gains we are offering.
J. H. And rson fle Co.
iii,tilitliiiitgatau.44 eitibtiitoWeit
•••••• •••••





'MICE OF A FARMER
EFORE THE STAMMERING RUSTIC
isteeitere HOSTS TREMBLED.
tem Dr. TaImage al Hie Beet in a Ser-
mon Deetaring the Goodness and Power
an4 Waichfulooso of Good — Looking at
the et Weight Heaven's.
ili AMILNOTON, Jan. 31.—This eermon
t Dr. Talmage, looking at the midnight 
names." The seven Pleiades had names
.avewa through the eyed of one of the given to them, an
d they are Aleyone,
Electra, Steroixt; Tay•
oeients. is unique for practicality mid MeroPe, Celiesun
mat itit all to useful thinking. His text fru' and Main- 
,.
s Amos v, 8, "Seek him that maketh 
But think of the billions and trillions
ie Nivea stars and Orion." 
of daughters of starry light thet God
A oountry farmer wrote this text, 
calls by name as they sweep be him
awe of Tekoa. He plowed the earth 
with beaming brow and lustrousl robe!
id thrashed the grain by a new 
So feud is God of light—neturaldight,
irashing machine just invented, 
" moral light, spiritual light! Again and
arnierly the cattle trod out the grain. 
again is light harnemed for symbolize-
to gathered she fruit of the syee., tion—Christ, 
the bright and miming
re tree and scarified it with an 
star; evangelization, the daybreak; the
'roil comb just before it was getting 
redemption df nations, snu of righteous-
pripe, asit was necessary and customary 
nem rising with healing in his *tinge.
/In that way to take frem it the bitter- 
Oh, men and women, with so magy wir-
iness. He was the son of a poor shepherd 
rows and sins and perplexities, 'ef you
Mild stuttered, but before the stammer- 
want hght of comfort, light of pirdon,
Ong rnstic the Philistines and Syrians light of 
goodness, in earnest prayer
hind Ptiainiciana and lioabites and Am- 
through Christ, "Seek him that nkaketh
snionitee aad zdonete, teed leraelites the seven stars and 
Orion!" ,
*trembled. 
Again, Amos saw, as we must eve,
mows was a law eiyee Daniel was a that the God who made 
these twoarchi-
rinoes, Isaiah a courtier and David a 
Pelagoes of stars must be an unthang-
ndng, but Amos, the author of my text, 
ing God. There had been no change in
-was a pennant, and, as might be sup- 
the stellar appearance in this henieman's
poitesi, nearly all his parallelisms are 
lifetime, and his tether, a mhepherd, re-
Teetotal, his prophecy full of the odor 
ported to him that there had been no
.of new mown hay, and the rattle of lo- 
change in hie lifetime. And thetse two
scuete, and the ramble ot oarta with 
clusters hang over the celestial: arbor
&heaves. and tbe soar of wild beasts de- 
now just as they were the first night that
-Touring the Sock while the shepherd 
they shone on the Edenic bowees the
came out in their defense. He watched 
same as when the Egyptians btiilt the
tthe herds by day, and by night inhabited 
pyramids, from the top of which to watch
a booth made out of bushes, so that 
them; the same as when the Chsedeaus
'through these branches he could Pee the 
calculated the eclipses; the sane m
sears ail eight long. and w„ more fa_ when 
Ellie; according to the book of
initial. with than then we who have Job, 
went out to study the aurore bore-
oiSt .e-s sa. dff1Wiltrailri. nthssetes
that group of words makes adother
group—group after group. TO the
Pleiades he adds Orion. It seeme that
God likes light so well that he *ceps
making it. Only one beirg in thii uni-
verse knows the statistics of solute lu-
nar, stellar, meteoric creations, and that
is the Creator himself. And tie si have
all been lovingly christened, eachone a
name as distinct as the names of your
children. "He telleth the number Of the
stars; he calleth them all by! their
ti.zht roofs to our housee and hardly alig; 
the same under Ptolemaic eystem
eoer see the stars except among the tall and C°Peratean gYstem; the Mine from
brick chimneys of the great towns. But c*Iiithenel t° 
Pythagoras and from
dig seasons of the year when the herd, Pythagoras to 
Herschel. Surely a
-were in special daag„ wonid stay changeless 
God must have faehioned the
401:1 t in the open field all through the
diarkneal, enly abelter the curtain of
tthe night heaven, with the stellar em-
broideries and silvered teasels of lunar
light.
Algae With His Nerds.
What a life of solitude, all alone with
lais herds! Poor Ames! And at 13
o'clock at night hark to the wolf's bark.
sod the lion's rear, and the bear's
growl. and the owl's te-whit te-who.
and the serpent's hiss as he unwittingly
erupt; too near while moving through the
thicket'. So Amoa, like other herdsmen.
eot the habit of studying the map of the
heavens because it was so much of the
time spread out before him. He noticed
some stars advancing and others reced-
ing. He associated their dawn and set-
ting with certain seasons of the year.
}le bad a poetic nature, end he reed
night by night and mouth by month
end year by year the poem of the con-
atellatione, divinely rhythmic. But two
rottettes of stars especially attracted his
attention while waged on the ground cc
lyuig on his back under the open scroll
eof the midnight heavens—the Pleiades,
eor seveu stars. and Orion. The former
geoup this rustic prophet amociated with
the spring, as it rises about the first of
May The latter he amociated with tbe
winter, as it conies to the meridian in
January. The Pleiades. or seven stare,
conneeted with all 'sweetness and joy;
Oriun. the herald of the tempest. The
teociente were the more apt to study the
pereognemy aDd juxtspeeition of the
heavenly bodies becanee they thought
they had a special influence upon the
earth—and perhaps they were right. If
the moon evexy few hours lifts and lets
down the tides of the Atlantic ocean
and the piastre, storms in the sun. by
all sicie.ntiBe admiesion, affect the earth,
why not the stars have preportionate
effect?
And there are some things which
make me think that it may nee have
been all superstition which counected
the movements and appearance of the
heavenly bodies with great moral events
on earth. Did not a meteor run on evan-
gelistic errand on the first Christmas
night end desomate the rough cradle of
our Lord? Did not tbe stars in their
amuses tight nettIllet Sieers? Was it
merely coincidental that before the de-
struction of Jermselem the moon was
hidden for 111 consectitive nighta? Did
it merely happen eo that a new star ap-
peared in constellation Oaskopeis, and
then disappeared just before Charles LI
of Praoce, who war responeible for the
St. Bartholomew: massacre, died? Wes it
witheut significance that, in the days of
the Roman empire Justinian, war and
faintne were preceded by the dimness of
the sun, which for *early a year gave
no mom light than the moon, although
there were no clouds to obscure it?
Astrology, after all, riay have been
something more than a brilliant bea-
thenion. No wonder that Amos of the
text. having heard these two anthems
of ,he oars, put down the stout, rough
staff ef the herdsman and took into his
brewn hand and cut said knotted fingers
the pen of a prophet and adviard the
yeereant people of his time to return to
God. saying. "Seek him that maketh
the Wren stars and Orion." This com-
mand, which linen gave 7Sti years B.
SS_ just se appropriate for WI 1897
A. I.)
A God et Order.
In the first place, Amos eaw, ma we
must see, that the God who made the
Pleiades and Orion must be the God of
order. It was not so much star here
sod a Mgr there that impressed the in-
spired herdsman, but seven in tee group
and seven in the other group. He saw
that night after night and season after
ereellek and decade after decade they had
kept step of light, each one in its own
plats*, • sisterhood, never claehing and
Dever le:tweeting precedence. From the
time Heeded called the Pleiades the
"seven daughters of Atlas" and Virgil
wrote in his Anent of "stormy Orion"
until now they have observed the order
established for their coming and going—
order written not in the manuscript that
inay be pigeonholed, but with the nand
of the Almighty on the dome of the sky,
a, that all nations' may read it—order,
persistent order, sublime order, omnipo-
tent order.
What a sedative to you and me, to
whom communities and nations some-
times seem going pellmell and the
world ruled by sane fiend at haphazard,
in all directions maladministration!
God who keeps seven worlda in
right circuit for 8, 000 years can certainly
keep all the affairs of individuals and
nations and continents in adjustment.
We had not better fret much, for the
peaaant's argument of the text was
right, If God can take care of the seven
worlds of the Pled:idea and tbe fonr thief
we:aided' Orron.-Iii. can - proTablylake
care of the one world we inhabit.
So I feel very much as my father felt
one day when we were going to the
country mill to get a erne ground, and
I, a boy of 7 years, sat in tbe Wok part
of the wagon, aud our yoke of oxen ran
away with ie; and aloog a labyrinthian
road through the wood', so that I
thoeght every moment we would be
dashed to pieces, and I made a terrible
outcry of fright, and my father turned
to me with face perfectly calm and
said: "De Witt, what are you crying
about? I goess we eats ride &sleet ati the
oxen can run_ " And. my hearers, why
should we be affrighted and lose our
equilibrium in the mitt movement of
worldly events, expecially when we are
assured that it is not a yoke of unbroken
steer; that are drawing ns on. but that
erder and wise government are in the
yoke?
In your occupation, your mission.
your rphere, do the best you can and
then trust to God, and if things are all
mixed and disquieting and your brain is
hot and your heart itick, get aome one
to go out with you into the etarlight and
point out te you the Pleiades, or, better
than that, get into sOMO observatory, and
through the telescope see farther than
Amos with the naked eye conid—name-
3y, 200 stars In tbe Pleiades, and that
in what is called the sword of Orion
there is a nebula computed to be two
trillion two hundred thousand billions
ef times larger than the sun. Oh, be
at pew, with the God who made that
and eontrols all that, tbe wheel of
the .eamtellations turning in the wheel
of galaxies for thomands of years
'without the breaking of a cog, or the
slipping of a band, or the snap of an
axle! Tor your placidity and comfort
through the Lord Jesus Chriet I charge
yen "Seek him that maloah the seven
stars and Orion "
The God el Light.
Again. Amen saw. at we mnat sec,'
that the God who made these t vo greups
ot text was ti.e God ot lia t. Amos
raw that God was net sukti-fied with
snaking one star eg two or three stars.
Orion!" Do ilot let rie eoha -about
theme who shove off from this world un-
dt r Christly pilotage_ Do not let us be
so agitated about our own going off this
little barge or sloop or canalboat of a
world to get on some Great Eastern of
the heavens. Do net let us persist iu
wanting to stay in this barn, this shed,
this outhouee of a world, when all the
king's palm:mein-841y occupied by many
ef our best friends, are swinging wide
open their gates to let us in.
When I read, "In my Father's house
sre many mansions," I do not lenow but
that each WOriCi la a MOM RIM ad many
rooms es there an. worlds, stellar stair*,
stellar gallerise, stetter hallways, stel-
lar windows, stellar denies. 113W our
departed friends must pity ma abut up in
these cramped apartments, tired if we
walk 15 miles, when they sonie morn-
ing, by one struke of wing, can make
circuit of the whole stellar system and
be back in time far matins! Perhaps
yonder twinkling constellation hi the
reeidence of the martyrs; that group of
12 luminaries may be the celestial home
of the apostles. Perhaps that steep of
light is the dwelliug place of angels
cherubic, seraphic, archangelic—a man-
sion with as ruauy rooms as worlds and
all their windows illuminated for fes-
tivity.
Worth of the BeaL
Oh, how this widens and lifts and
stimulatee our expectation! How little
it makes the present, and how stupen-
dous it makes the future! How it con-
soles na about our pious dead, that, in-
stead of being boxed up and under the
ground, have the range of as many rooms
as there are worlde, and welcome every-
where, for it is the Father's house in
which there are many mansions! 0,
Lord God of the seven stars and Orion,
how can I endure the transport, the ec-
state., of such a vision! I must obey my
text and seek him. I will seek him. I
eeek him now. for I call to mind that it
is not the material universe that is most
valuable, but the spiritual, and that
each of us hua a soul worth more than
all the worlds which the inspired herds-
man saw from his lniona on the hills of
Tekoa.
I had studied it before, but the catha
dral of Cologne, Germany, never HZ-
preset:41 me as it did one mummer. It is
admittedly the grandest Gothic struc-
ture the world, its foundation laid
1248, only a few years ago completed.
More than 000 years in building. All
Europe taxed for its construction Ite
chapel of the Magi with precious stones
enough to purchase a kingdom. Its
chapel of St. Agnee with meeterpieces
of painting. Ite spire springing 511 feet
into the heaven& ITS stained slaws fita
chorne of all rich colors. Statues encir-
cling the Milani and encircling all.
Statues above statues, until sculpture
can do no more, 4at faints and fall!
back against carved stalls and dowe
on pavements over which the kings
end queens of the earth have walk-
ed to confessional. Nave and aisks and
transept and portals combining the
splcndore cf sunrise and sunset. Inter-
laced, interfoliated, intereolumned
grandeur. Am I stood outside, looking at
the double range of flying buttetwees end
the forest of pinnaclee higher and high.
er and higher, until I almost reeled from
dizzi nese, I 'claimed; "Untie doxology
!n stone! Frozen prayer of ninny eta-
lions!"
But while standing there I maw a poor
mall enter and put down his peek and
kneel beeide his burden on the hard
flocr of that cathedral. And tears of
deep emotion came into my eyee, as I
said to myself: "There is a soul worth
more than all the material eurround-
ings. That man will live after the laat
pinuacle ban fallen and not one stone
of all that cathedral glor7 ahall remain
uncrumbled. He is now a Lazarus in
rags and poverty and wearineset, but im-
mortal and a son of the Lord God Al-
mighty, and the prayer he now offers,
though amid many superstitions, I be-
lieve God will hear, and among the
apoetles whom sculptured forms stand
in the surrounding niches he will at
last he lifted, and into the preeence of
that Christ whose sufferings are repre-
sented by the crucifix before which be
bows, and be raised in due time out ot
all bis poverties into the glorious home
built for him and built for um by 'hini
who tuaketht he sever; Ears end Orion. ' "
At Work Again.
A few applications of Salvatioa OD
will readily cure sprains and bruises,
and heal cuts, burns and scalds. USG
undoubtedly the best pain-cure on the
market, and should be, ready for use, In
every home in the land. Mr. Frank
Stubenhaver In; Elm St., Dubuque,
Iowa, states : "I used Salvation Oil on
a sprained elbow, which threatened to
prevent me from working, and after
several thorough rubbings, I awoke the
very next morning much relieved and
able to go to work. Had I not used
Salvation Oil I certainly would have
lost a week's work, which would have
amounted to many times the cost of a
bottle of Oil. Everybody should keep
Salvation Oil in the house." It is sold
everywhere for only 25 cents.
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SALT RHEUM CHAPPED HANDS
ULCERS FROSTED FEET
RCN RINGWORM
ERYSIPELAS /...D OLD SOnts
Siwasby Recommended !or PILES.
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Oh, what a merry it is that in the
text and all upend down the Bible God 
induces us to look out toward other
worlds! Bible astronomy in Geeeeis, in
Joshua, in Joh, in the Menem, in the
prophets, major and minor, in St.
John's Apocalyptic, practically ;saying:
"Worlde, worldm, worlibe! Get ready
' for them!" We have a nice little world
here that we etick to, ea though lasing
that we loee all. We are afraid of falling
: off this little raft of a world. ! We are
' afraid that some meteoric icanoclast
I will some night smaah it, and are want
I everything to revolve around it and are
't disappointed when we find that it re.
volees aroundthe sun inetead of the sun
revolving around it. What a fuss we
make about this little bit of a wnrld, its
existence only a short time betWeen two
ileums, the paroxysm by which it was
hurled from chafes into order, and the
paroxysm of its demolition. !
And I am glad that so many tsixts call
us to look off to ether wend& Many of
them larger and grander end Mere re-
splendent. "Look then.," says ob, "atI
Mazaroth and Aret anis and hi sena!"
"Look there, '' sap+ St. John, 'at the
moon under Chri it's feet:" , "Leek
there," says Joshua, "at the sue stand-
ing et ill above 4 ribecnt" " Look Clore, "
says Mopes, 'at the sparkling firma-
ment! ' "Look there," says AltIfIbl, the
Llnrclattini. "at the seven stars and
Pleiadee and Orion. Oh, what au ano-
dyne amid the ups and downs of life !
and the flux and reflux of the Odes of !
prosperity to know that we have a
changelem God, "the same yesterday,
today and forever!"
Ierxes garlanded and knighted the
steersman of his boat in the morning
sod hanged him in the evening of the
lame day. Fifty thousand people stood
around the columns of the national cap-
itol shouting themselves hoarse at the
preaidential inaugural. and in four
months, so great were the antipathies,
that a ruffian's pistol in Waahington de-
pot expremed the sentiment of taany a
disappointed office seeker. The world
sits in its chariot and drives tandem,
and the horse ahead is Htirsa And the
horse behind is Anathema. Lord Cob-
ham, in Kleg James' time, was applaud-
ed and had $35,000 • year, but Waa aft-
erward execrated and lived on scraps
stolen from the royal kitchen. Alexan-
der the Great after death remairied un-
buried for 30 days because no one would
do the honor of shoveling him under.
The Duke of Wellington refused to have
his iron fence mended because it had
been broken by an infuriated ptmulaoe
in scene hour of political excitement,
and he left it in ruins that men might
learn what a fickle thing is human fa-
vor. "But the mercy of the Lord is
from'everlasting to everlasting to them
that fear him, and his rightebusness
unto the children's children of ;such as
keep his covenant and to those ii-ho re-
member his commandments to do them."
This moment "seek him that inaketh
the seven stars and Orion."
• God ific Love.
Again, Amos saw, as we must see,
that the God who made th. tie two bea-
cons of the oriental night sky must be
a God of love and kindly warnieg. The
Pleiades, rising in midsky, said to all the
berdemen and shepherds and litisband-
men, "Come oat and enjoy the mild
weather and cultivate your gardens and
fields." Orion, coming in wintee warn-
ed them to prepare ie. tempetit. All
Delegation was regulated by these two
constellations. The one said to shipmas-
ter and crew, "Hoist sail for ehe sea
end gather merchandise froni other
leads." But Orion was the atom sig-
nal and said "Reef sail; make things
mug or pnt into harbor, for the bane.
canes are getting their wings out." Al
the Pleiades were the sweet evatigels of
the spring, Orion was the warning
prophet of the winter.
Oh, now I get the best view of God I
ever had! There are two sermora I nev-
er want to preach—the one that presents
awe. en kind. so indulgent. so lenient. so
iniVecire thit men firay do what they
will against him and fracture his every
law and pat the pry of their imperti-
pence and rebellion under his, throne
and while they are 'pitting in his face
and ertabbing at his heart he tekrs them
up in his arms and kisses their infuriat-
ed brow and cheek, saying, "Of inch ia
the kiagdem of heaven." The other
kind of siermon I never want to preach
is the one that represents God ag all tire
and torture and thundercloud and with
redhot pitchfork tossing the human
race into paroxysms of infinite agony.
The sermon that I am now preaching be-
lieves in a God of loving, kindle warn-
ing, the God of spring sad winter, the
God of the Pleiades and Orion.
Y1311 CMOS remember that the winter ia
just as important ea the spring. Let one
winter pass without frost to kill vegeta-
tion and ice to bind the rivers and snow to
enrich our fields, and then you w!ill have
to enlarge your hospital's and yen" cem-
eteries.' "A green Christmas Makes a
fat graveyard" was the old proverb.
Storms to purify the air. Thermometer
at 9 degrees below zero to tone up the
system. December and Jannare just aa
important as May and June. lell you,
we need the storms of life as eatich as
we do the minaliine. There are more men
ruined by prosperity than by adversity.
If we had our own way in life, befogs
this we would have been impersonations
of selfishness and worldliness and dis-
gusting sin and puffed up' ubtil we
would have been like Julius Clear, who
was made by sycophents to believe that
he was divine, and the freckles on his
face were said to be as the stars of the
firmament.
1110 God of Orion.
One of the swifteet transatlantic voy-
ages made one summer by the Etruria
wee because ehe had a stormy wind
abaft chasing her from New York to
Liverpool. But to those going in the op-
posite direction the storm was buffet-
ing and a hindranee. It is a bed thing
to have a storm ahead, puehing Us back,
but if we be God's children and aiming
toward heaven the storms of life will
only chase us the sooner into the har-
bor. I arn ao glad to believe that the
monseons, typhoons and mistrials and
sine-cos of the land and sea are; not un
chained maniacs let loose upon the
earth, but are under divine eupervieion.
I am so glad that the God of tie seven
stars ie also the God of Orion. It was
ont of Dante's suffering came the sub-
lime "Divine Commedia." aud out of
John Milton's blindnests came ' 'Para-
dise Lost," and out of imiseeable infidel
attack came the " Bridgewater Treatise"
in favor of Christianity, ante out of
David's exile came the pones of conso-
lation, and out it the sufferings of Christ
with through solid vestibule trains, car- I SOUTH BOOND.
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HANNA TURNED DOWN
Forced to Withdraw From
the Senatorial Contest.
PEOPLE SURPRISED.
PelltIcians Have ?Many Theories as to Why the
Big Boss Gives up the Fight.
(SPECIAL TO NEW Mal
New York, Feb. 1.-2:10p. m.—There
is great surprise in political circles to-
day. Marcus A. Hanna has announced
his witt.drawal from the Senatorial con-
test in Ohio When this news was first
flashed over the wires Republican lead-
ers in this city refused to believe it, and
many of them wired Mr. Hanna at
Cleveland and in a short while the re-
port WWI cenfirmed.
By many of the leaders this is taken
to mean that Mr. Hanna hae at last de-
cided that he could not wiu in the Sen-
atorial contest and will be contented to
take a place in the Cabinet—one of the
portfolios that will not require much
work, and will not take him away from
hia business much, the Navy Depart-
ment, for instance.
There are others, however, who be-
lieve that Mr. Hanna's withdrawal from
the fight means that Senator Sherman
has decided uot to enter the Cabinet,
but will hold on to his seat in the Senate
and make a fight for re-election by the
next Legislature. They eay that Mr.
Sherman recognizes the fact that he is
not in the slightest degree qualified for
the State Department, and that he also
recognizes that he is not wanted in the
Cabinet for his ability, but is simply
asked to entor it in order to make room
for Hanna in the Senate, and that un
der these circumstances he does not care
to *niter the Cabinet. Others aay that
Sherman has changed his determination
because he finds that one of the Forakee
Kurtz-Bushnell gang—and not Mark
Hanna—would get his place, and he is
unwilling for that to occur. There are
yet others who gay that as McKinley
sees Hanna can not get the seat he no
longer wants Sherman in the Cabinet.
For once Hanna has been turned down,
and in his own State at that.
Most druggists sell you what you ask
for. Some will ask you to take tome-
thing which they claim is "just as
good." Sometimes a little more profit
nduces them to do this. Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey is the best cough, cold and
grip cure. After you try it once you
will like it too well to accept nny sub-
stitute. Sold by R. O. Hardwick.
In staid old Philadelphia there were
only 21,000 arreets last year for drunk-
ennese. The presumption is legitimate
that the rest of the town eecaped
hurrying off to Atlantic City.
The Philadelphia Press ventures to
ooserve that "Prinoesa Chimay may be
mid to stand before the world clad only
le her name." And a shameless French
divorce court threatens to deprive her
of that.
The Texas man who has sixteen
tag wives and nineteen living children
was sent to the penitentary for four
years. A much better way to punimh
him would have been to have made him
live with them all.
The medical profession is discussing
whether it is possible for one to hypno-
tise one's self. The performances of
several politicians who image that they
are booked for ('abinet positions point
to an affirmative conclusion.
AMaine'paper ears editorially :"Some
of our young people, who desire to do a
little hugging and kissing, are talking
of organizing a dramatic club." That
editor either is a bachelor or he has been
blackballed by the younger element.
____ —
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey combines
new and valuable medical agencies. It
advances a new theory in the treatment
of coughs, colds, lung and bronchial af-
(venom. It cures and cures quickly. It
afford' immediate relief to constimp
tives and many who were thought to
have consumption have been cared by
its use. Sold by R. U. Hardwick.
- -
Several of the large dailios famished
their readers with pictnree of Grover
and Queen Lil on the occasion of her
•isit at the White House laid Monday.
Grover and Lil makes fine-looking cou-
ple, though they are both a little too
stout.
In view of the fact that foreign sing-
ers take millions of dollars ont of the
United States every year it is very
etrange that the Republican perty have
never put a high teiriff tee on the for-
eign product for the benefit of the home
talent.
The Bradley-Martin ball may be a
very bad thing economically and social-
*. But we observe that none of th.
Vk orking people among whom it prom:
ises to distribute about $450,000 in wage%
are complaining of it. There is lots of
stuff and immense proclaimed in this
world of ours.
After all his long service in behalf of
his State Senator Cullom has been set
aside, while Mr. Lyman Gage, who has
never done any public service and who
even voted for Grover Cleveland against
the nominee of his own party, will get
the Cabinet place. Such is the ingrati-
tude of Hannaism!
Rheumatism Oared In • Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 8 days.
Its action upon the syafem is remarkabh
and mysterons. It removes at once tie
cause and the disease immediately dee
appears. The first dose tlo benefits ,
75 oents• Sold by R. 0. k Drug-
gist Hopkinsville.
There ia not a Senator in Washington
who does not know perfectly that it is
his duty to rote for the ratification of
the great arbitration treaty. Fail-
ure to ratify the arbitration treaty
would be a confession of national back-
wardness in civilization. It is time for
the people to instruct the Senators to
this effect less"Senatorial dignity"over-
ride the national enlightenueent.
Everybody has a oold sometime—
Your turn will come. Keep a bottle of
Dr. Ben's Pine Tar Honey at hand and
be prepared for an emergency. This
famous remedy will cure a cold before
it gets fairly started or after it has set-
tled. The sooner you take it the sooner
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A- t least one crop has not been ma-
. I
terially damaged by the froet—the ice
crop,
Mr. Hanna's attempts to appear in-
different to the present situation are
rather ghastly.
If Tom Reed should be defeated for
Speaker by the new 00EIVOSS it would
be a knockout sure enough.
A man who has eleven wivee has just
been pardoned out of the Missouri peni-
tentiary. He may now get justice.
It is not known whether or not Queen
Lil gave Grover any pointers as to the
fashions of outgoing Administrations.
It is mid that no man's curiosity ever
leads him so fir as to propose to a girl
just to see what she will say.
— --
Happily, the departure of Mr. Puffer
from the Senate will have a restraining
effect on the frivolous journalism shout
whiskers,
North Dakota serves notice that sheis
"going to reform her divorce laws." It
IR belived that she will hereafter give a
pound of Java coffee and a chromo with
every dollar divorce.
I
Chicago is trying to enforce her claim
as a literary center with the further I
claim that a distant kinsman of "Bob- I
Ibie" Burns recently passed the night in
a Chicago police station.
Miss Maud Stalnaker, a young lady of
Washington, D. C., was recently an ap-
plicaut for a position under the Civil
Service Rules, and probably primed the
most difficult examination that has ever
been prepared by the Civil Service Com-
misaion. She was the only one who was
able to pass the elimination, but the
War i;epartment refuses to appoint her
to the vacant clerkship on the ground
that she is a woman. The examination
required translation into English of
Technical Military Works in French,
German, Spanish and Italian ; type-
writing in all of these languages; and
ability to do proof-reading and prepare
mannecript for the press ; a knowledge
of modern library methods; catalogu-
ing, indexing and of the English lenge-
age and literary composition. The aal-
ary of the position demanding all these
requirements is $1,500 a year.
The desire to pay Mark Hanna for his
services dueng the campaign will be
more than apt to bring the McKinley
Administration to grief. The fact that
Hanna is to be the general supervisor of
everything is already bringing about
trouble in that it is causing the beet
men in the Republican party—that is if
the term best can be used in connection
with the Republican party—to decline
to accept positions in the Cabinet A
Cabinet office has always been regarded
as a very ,high honor by the leading
statesmen of the country—an houor not
to be sought or declined—and never RH -
til now was such a place known to be
declined, but declinations are now the
rule of the day, and it all grows out of
an effort to make the new Administra-
tion revolve about Mark Hanna as the
earth revolves about the sun. President
Garfield made a similar mistake by at-
tempting to turn hisAdministration into
a Blaine side-show. Mr. McKinley will
find before many moons shall have wax-
ed and waned that Hanna comes too
high.
Those Emmert' promoters of legisla-
tion will always take care to see that
the bankruptcy bill is not promoted.
Yet there is no legislation that would
afford greater relief to the country than
a well adju,ted bankruptcy law.
"U ncle" Russell Sage's outcries
against the proposed extravagant expen-
diture of money for the Bradley-Martin
ball haye the rink of genuine horror in
them. It takes a dynamite bomb to
looeen Uucle Russell's parse strings.
The ceremonies that are to be witness.
ed at the McKinley inauguration are at-
tracting the attention of the world.
They will be upon a scale of magnifi.
cence that has seldom ever been wit
nessed even at the coronation cere-
monies of the Russian Czars. Well,
Mark Hama had a tremendous pile of
money left over, notwithstanding the
fact that he spent fully twice ag much
as as ever before spent in a campaign,
and this is about as good a way as any
to let it go
Weer
Of the Face.
Mrs. Laura E. Mims. of Smithville,Os.,
says: "A small pimple of a strawberry
color appeared on my cheek; it soon
began to grow rapidly, notwithstand-
ing all efforts to check it. My
eye became terribly
inflamed, and was so
swol len that for quite
a while I could not
see. The doctors
• said I had Cancer of
the most malignant
type, and after ex-
hausting their efforts
without doing me
any good, they gave
up the case as hopeless. When in-
formed that my father had died from
the same disease, tbey said I must die,
as hereditary Cancer was incurable.
"At this crisis, I was advised to try
S.S.S., and in a short while the Cancer
began to discharge and continued to do
so for three months, then it began to
heal. I continued the medicine a while
longer until the Cancer disappeared en-
tirely. This was several years ago and
there has been no return of the disease."
A Real Blood Remedy.
Cancer is a blood disease, and only a
blood remedy will cure it. S. S. S.
(twee:steed frurely vegetable) is a real
blood remedy, and never fails to per-
manently cure Cancer, Scrofula, Eczema,
Rheumatism or any other disease of the
blood. Send for our books










It prnimoly 71weds renewing. AR lb la rough, too
freckled, bac...oho...tor pimpled, until it hes earom.
repulsive insfead of stirs:live. Healthy skin b
always besiu!Ifu!. The .111:1 and wind. napery
step and cveutellos injure tho skin.
Viola Cream
cleanse% nourishes and nwitorre the et In, mating
it poft, white and beautiful It 13 II a cosmetic
—does not o•ver up. but removes biemlaties It
is harwleee aid al it aye does Just what we claire
.,r it. The only properat ion that wid prodtt rely
remove Froctleat, khoads, Tan, riunourn and
l'implea. !lumina!, of testimonials from prorut
runt ladles. Price secants a jar at druggists.
G. C. BITTNBR CO.. TOLEDO. OHIO.
Doctors'Say;
3ilious and Intermittent Fever,
,vhich prevail in miasmatic dis-
ricts are invariably accompan
1- y derangements of thc
.;Loniach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
he liver is the great ".--iying
,vheel " in the mechanism of
nan, and when it is out of order
he whnle system becomes de
-anged and disease is the result.
Tuft's Liver Pills
. Care Liver Troubles.
MUCH CORRUPTION
Unearthed by the Grand Jury
at Louisville.
MANY CITY OFFICERS.
Indicted tor Giving and Artep!ing Bribes ant
Pie thleating in Profits of Gambling Dens.
[SPECIAL To NEW ERA)
Louisville, Ky., Jan 30 —In theCrim-
Lual Court this morning indictments
were returned against R. E. King, Pres-
ident of the Board of Aldermeu ; Alder-
men John D. (Immo, R. 0. Brener, J.
E. Leatherman, C. J. Jenne, Mei. Se-
bastian Gunther, Night Chief of Police;
Charles Kr ems r, Jr , Secretary
of the Boar d of Public Safety;
Put Ahern, bar-keeper; Martin Don-
ahue politician ; Henry Deboe, fire-
man ; Kimball, John Gill,
James T. Drake, contractor; Steve
Condley, policeman ; Nicholas Varilla,
policeman. There may also be others.
While some of those ho have been in-
dicted are Democrats, most of them are
Republicans. The latter generally
charge the indictments to the Todd fac-
tion of their party as a result of the bit-
ter fight between the forces that have
been and are contending for the spoils
of office. It is said the investigation
that will reeult from the indictments
will be far reaching in its effect and
even a greater sensation than the pres-
ent one may be expected. Some of the
accused have already prepared to giye
bond.
Mies Middleton Sang.
A beautiful and pleasing feature of
the morning services at the Episcopal
church in this city on last Sunday was
the lovely solo rendered by Mims Mayme
Middleton, of Hopkinsville. Both the
singer and song leut a indescribable
charm to the occation which was cer•
tainly appreciated by the large congre-
gation preaent.—Uniontown Telegram.
GOSSIP AND GABBLE.
Lent will begin mode-
BNIroIN rately early this year. Ash
EARLY. Wednesday coming o n
March 3, which will .bring Easter on
April 18. Septuagesima Sunday, the
first herald of Lent, falls on the 14th
prox., and Ascension Thursday on May
117th, with Pentecost on June 6, Trinity
the following Sunday, and Corpus
Christi on June 20th.
+ +
SCHOOL The common school
TEACHERS ARE teachers of Kentucky
Locgir, have been exceedingly
well oared for in legislation which in-
sures the prompt payment of their salar-
iee. They get their money in several
installments, some of it before they have
earned it, says the Meesenger. Though
the State is two years are more behind
in paying its ordinmy creditors, the
teachers who are lust closing their five-
months' school are receiving checks for
all save one-tenth of their money, while
Circuit Judges, who go over their dis-
tricts paying their hotel bills and travel
ing expenses, have never received the
cash upon but two of their monthly
warrants issued in 1895, and other offi-
cers and creditors of theCommonwealth
have been serve d likewise. The school
teachers are in great luck.
If you are down with
the blues, read tbe twen-
ThRoEuAnie
SCRIPT:VILER. ty-seventh psalm.
If there is a chilly sensation about
the heart, read the third chapter of
Revelations.
If you don't know where to look for
next mouth's rent, read the thirty
seventh psalm.
If you feel lonewSme and unprotected,
read the ninety-first Psalm.
If the stove-pipe has fallen down and
the cook haa gone off on a pet. put rip
the pipe, wash your handle and read the
third chapter of James.
If you find yourself losing confidence
tu men read third chapter First Corin
If the people pelt with bard words
read the fifteenth chapter of John.
If you are oat of sorts read the twelth
chapter of Hebrews.
+ + +
ICIER We pass out of Mars
TELLs Anour perturbation with the
WEATHER. coming iu of Febtlal y,
and ttie winter having proven mild over
the most parts of the country up to the
ruiddit uf January, we predict that the
central and Southern parts of the coun-
try will have their worse winter weath-
er in Febuary and March, We predict
that the deepest snows and much of the
worst weather will fall as late as the
middle -f March, and that much
seseenable weather will prevail unti
after the full moon in April. The indi-
cations are that April will bring en un-
usual amount of raius and sor. *violets ,
Venus storms. We believe it wio be
wise to calculate cautiously on some
severe frosts and freezes until after the
20th of April. We would cautiously
suggest that a series of early tornadoes
are more than prebable in April. If we
were farming we would plan to plant
most of our crop after the middle of
April especially in the low lands. Of
eourse this does not apply to the ex-
treme South, but even there very early
plantings may have to be done over
again. Go ahead with your prepara-
tions but keep your eyes open for
"breakers."
We believe that the month of May
will be more propitious for all out door
employment, but that froets and some
dangerous storms are to be expected in
that month.
t +
THE The fad now is the
BANso Is THE banjo. It is taking the
THixo. star part everywhere.
There are half a dozen other instru-
ments which partake of the banjos' qual-
ities to fill in the second parts—banjays,
banjolins, banjeaurines, piccolo banjo,
mandolin banjos-and the old reliable
guitar.
With three or tour of these instru-
ments playing in maison and banjoe tak-
ing the second part, backed up by a
guitar or two, some wonderfully fetch-
ing mimic can be obtained. The ban-
jeaurine uaually plays the air. Thia is
almost like the banjo, save that it has a
much larger head and a much shorter
neck, giving the tones a fifth higher
pitch and ,making the notes loud and
clear. The banjays and banjolin, modi-
fications of the banjo with metal bridges
and wire strings, take variations on the
air, while the piccolo banjo keeps up a
running ao.ompaniment an octave
higher.
Croup, the great enemy of childhood,
sucaumbs at once to the soothing influ-
ence of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honep.Bron-
chial affections loee their danger when
this great remedy is at hand. No home
Qhould be without it. Sold by R. C.
ard wick.
e
Senator Sherman has not renounced
the State Department—yet.
- - - - -
Bell's Pine Tar Honey is an im-
portent eorlition to the list of the
world's nesst valuable medientes. Harm•
less in its pasture, yet femme infallible
it its seeoe, it is undoubtedly the most
efficacious means known to-day et cur-
ititi vela ha colo. and kindred diseases.
Sold by R. U. HiLlItliViCk.
11 I hell t• •••,
kiege table Prep aration for As-
slmilating theFood andRegula-
hog the Stomachs and Bowels of
Protnotes Dios tion,Cheerful-
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SAM FRANKEL. Sale Aunt.
Dty Goods and Notions, Hopkinsville, Ky.
TOBACCO WAREHOUSES.
- 
M. H. NELgON. GOltli:)N NELSON.
Hopkinsville, Warehouse
Cor. Railroad & 11.th Sts.
NEL OS & NELSON, IIE0PR's.
• ............•••••••••W•e..
T baeco Commission Merchants.
Person 1 attention to the inspection of Tobacco, Stable
for teams.
R. M. \V° LnninnE. : - JNO. J. CHAPPELL.
WOOLDR I DG E CHAPPELL,
rol%co: Muchants,
Farin,ir s Warehouse, Railroad St.Bt. 9th & 10th
Personal Attention to the Inspection and Sale
of Each Hogshead.
'JEW ern, 1-3 v3.41711143, 3EK Nei
T. C. HANEERY. M. F. SEIRYKR.
HONE WAR:110112,
BERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs,
Railroad St eet Between It nth
an I It vast h
or- CareI fill attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco con-
signed te us. Liberal adbanees' on tabacco in store. All tobacco insured un-
less otherwise instructed.
Hopk.nsville, Kg
W. G. Wilsiti U. W H. Faxos
heeler, Mills & Co.
Tobacco 1Wareliousemen t Cc,111111issionMerchan ts
AND
01-irairs. cateEtler
FIRE-PROOF WrIREHOUSE. Cor. _Russellville and
Railroad Streets.
HOPKINEVILLE, - - KEW: UCKY.
Liberal Advances on Consignments.
lAll Tobacco sent us Covered by Insursace.
JAMES WEST.
N ‘T GAtEAR.1 THEli& WEST,
10 -HE 11 0111118,
Y •
Liberal siclvances made on Tobacco. Four months storage Free.
J. M. BUCK ER, SR , L BUCKNER,





3 1 4 419 Chapel St., bet. Main and Market,
Speciai at (elation given to pm ate Four months storage free. Independ-
ent warehouse.; Murk your hogsheads -Buckner Minimise"
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